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Teens host candidate forum Plan preserves Television City history
n Beverly Hills students press council hopefuls
By aaRon Blevins
Beverly Hills High School students took 10 of the 11 Beverly
Hills City Council candidates to
task on May 11, when they asked
pointed questions about the city’s
biggest issues during a forum in the
Jon Cherney Lecture Hall.
Members of the high school’s
Interact Club and Teen BHEF,
which is essentially a student organization that serves as a liaison to
the Beverly Hills Education
Foundation, moderated the event
and determined what questions to
ask the candidates.
“I think it’s very important that
students get involved in politics,
even if they can’t vote in the elections,” Interact Club president
Melina Rosen said. “They can talk
to their parents about it, who in turn
can vote for the candidate of their
choosing, but I think it’s very
important for all the kids to know
what’s really going on. It’s just a
great way to raise awareness of
their surroundings, and I think it’s a
really great thing for younger students to partake in.”

Several parents, teachers and students attended the forum. Although
the Interact Club and Teen BHEF
host candidate forums every year,
this year’s event was the first that
Rosen, a senior, organized as an eligible voter.
“It was great to be an emcee for
this forum, because then I really
paid attention,” she said. “I really
made sure that I knew what I was
doing. It’s great to have that insider
information, basically, for the election.”
After the candidates introduced
themselves, the students questioned
them on city issues. Students came
up with the questions without any
adult assistance – one of which
asked about the city’s 2,000 security cameras and privacy concerns
associated with them.
Attorney Darian Bojeaux said
she is favor of the security camera
system and would like to see more
cameras installed.
“Most of us don’t do anything
that … we need to be afraid of having it on camera,” she said.
Beverly
Hills
Planning
See Candidates page 29

n Agreement reached

between owners and
L.A. Conservancy
By edwin folven
The owner of Television City in
the Fairfax District has come to an
agreement with the Los Angeles
Conservancy on a plan that will
preserve the historic studio as
upgrades to the 25-acre property
are made in the coming years.
Hackman Capital Partners,
which purchased the property
from CBS in 2019, launched a
plan in March 2021 to build additional studio sound stages and production facilities at the site. The
plan is currently going through the
city’s entitlement process and an
environmental impact report is
being created.
The conservancy wanted to
make sure any changes at the
property do not jeopardize historic
components of the former CBS
Television City, which was
designed by the architecture firm
Pereira & Luckman and opened in
1952. Prior to the sale of the property, the conservancy worked with
CBS in 2018 to get portions of the
studio designated as a Los
Angeles historic-cultural monu-
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Television City’s iconic main structures will be protected under an
agreement between the property owner and preservationists.

ment, including the main building,
its glass façade and the covered
canopy near the parking lot. The
new agreement between the conservancy and Hackman Capital
Partners ensures those elements
will be preserved as development
moves forward.
“Television City is one of the
great Hollywood studio lots,” said
Michael Hackman, founder and
CEO of Hackman Capital
Partners. “We are committed to

investing in this important historic
resource while ensuring it remains
a robust job creator and worldclass studio for decades to come.
We are pleased to have worked
with the conservancy to find a
win-win solution that preserves
and celebrates the historic building while putting forth a plan that
enhances TVC’s production operations and expands its production
capacity.”

Council candidates go full
steam ahead in CD5 race WeHo Pride strives for more inclusivity
By edwin folven
After months of campaigning,
forums and debates, the candidates for the Los Angeles City
Council’s 5th District are revving
their engines for the final two
weeks of the campaign.
Following a forum at Park La
Brea on May 15, the candidates
spoke about where they see the
final days of the race heading.
Candidate Jimmy Biblarz said

he is excited about his prospects
for making the run-off election. If
a single candidate does not get
more than 50% of the vote, the
two candidates who receive the
most votes will move forward to
the Nov. 8 General Election.
“I’m thrilled. We are going to
make the top two,” Biblarz said.
“We knocked on tens of thousands of doors, we are hustling
every day, all day, and we are
See Council page 31
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Another Los Angeles City Council 5th District candidate forum will be
held at 6 p.m. on May 26 at the Ebell of Los Angeles.

See Project page 30

By Rance collins
West Hollywood City Council
finalized plans May 17 for the city’s
inaugural WeHo Pride, which will
take place over the June 3-5 weekend. While this will be far from the
first time West Hollywood has hosted Pride activities, it will be the first
time that the city has organized its
own event. This Pride will be separate from the events planned the
following weekend for LA Pride,
hosted by Christopher Street West
and to be centered around a parade
in Hollywood.
WeHo Pride has worked to offer
a wide range of activities and to be
more inclusive than perhaps any
similar Pride weekend.
To kick off the festivities, the
city’s annual reading of “Dear
Harvey,” staged in honor of Harvey
Milk Day on May 22, will be performed by an entirely transgender
and non-binary cast. This also
marks the first event of the 40-day
WeHo Pride LGBTQ Arts Festival,
which is using the theme “With
Liberty, Diversity, Inclusion and
Progress For All.”
“I am proud to be part of a city
that values inclusion and welcomes all people,” Mayor Lauren
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A participant in the 2019 LA Pride parade holds a poster honoring activist
and drag queen Marsha P. Johnson.

Meister said. “The city of West
Hollywood’s concerted efforts to
include the many voices that live,
work and play in West Hollywood
will certainly be reflected in the
city’s inaugural WeHo Pride.”
“Now that the city is producing
its own WeHo Pride, everything is
now directly controlled by the city,”
West Hollywood’s art coordinator
Mike Che said. “It’s very intentional to be inclusive. I, myself, am a
person of color. I know what it was

like to not feel accepted because [of
being] gay. Once I came out to the
gay community, [I found out] that it
wasn’t all that accepting if you
were a person of color. I’ve always
been very mindful of that. This
year, especially, we have a lot of
transgender artists that are represented.”
Che said that the inclusiveness
across Pride events is especially
important at this moment in time.
See Pride page 31
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Feuer suspends candidacy,
endorses Bass for mayor
By edwin folven

Los Angeles City Attorney Mike
Feuer suspended his candidacy for
mayor of Los Angeles on May 17
and endorsed mayoral candidate
and U.S. Rep. Karen Bass. The two
gathered for a press conference in
Encino Park to make the announcement.
“Exactly three weeks from [May
17], this city will head to the ballot
box to elect a battle-tested, missiondriven leader – someone who has
proven in the face of violent crime,
economic disaster and a pandemic,
that she will always deliver for the
people of Los Angeles,” Feuer said.
“Thirty-second ads don't trump
more than 30 years of results. photo courtesy of the Feuer for Mayor Campaign
Karen Bass is the only person in City Attorney Mike Feuer ended his
this race with the experience to bid for mayor on May 17.
bring our unhoused neighbors
indoors, tackle our affordability crisis and make our communities safer date to suspend his run for mayor.
by getting guns off of our streets. On May 12, Los Angeles City
The stakes of not getting this right Councilman Joe Buscaino ended
are too high. I am proud to support his candidacy for mayor and
Karen Bass to be the next mayor of endorsed candidate Rick Caruso,
owner of The Grove.
Los Angeles.”
“I’m incredibly proud of the
“I want to thank the city attorney
for his endorsement,” Bass said. campaign I ran. My campaign
“Our city is at a crossroads. Will we focused on ideas and vision and
come together to bring Los Angeles energy and hope, and I am very
to a more just future? Or will we go proud of that,” Feuer added. “Also,
backwards with strategies that we I was out of resources, and I needed
know will not work and surrender to put that pride in my campaign
to fear? I’m running for mayor to aside and do what’s right for the
lead this city to a brighter future for city of Los Angeles, and that is to
endorse Karen Bass. I have known
everyone.”
Feuer became the latest candi- Karen for 30 years and she is an
exceptional leader. I think it is
imperative that she, not Caruso,
governs Los Angeles.”
Voting-by-mail has already
begun for the June 7 Primary
Election. If no candidate gets more
than 50% of the vote, the two candidates who received the most
votes will move on to the Nov. 8
General Election.
For information on voting, visit
lavote.gov.

WeHo prepares
to launch
guaranteed
income program

The city of West Hollywood, in
collaboration with the National
Council of Jewish Women/L.A.,
will re-open applications for the
pilot project for guaranteed income
for older adults. From June 1-26,
community members may access
information and apply for the program by visiting ncjwla.org/whpgi.
Guaranteed income includes
direct and regular cash payments –
no strings attached – to a specific
group of people for a designated
time period. Guaranteed income
programs offer a way for local governments to test the impact of cash
payments for low-income individuals while also providing help, city
officials said.
Community members interested
in applying for the pilot program
must reside in West Hollywood, be
50 years or older and have an individual income of $41,400 or less.
Twenty-five individuals will be
randomly selected. People who
need assistance applying can call
(323)852-8500, ext. 650, or email
whpgi@ncjwla.org.

CALENDAR
Free movie night

The
Central
Hollywood
Neighborhood Council is holding a
free movie night featuring
“Encanto” on Friday, May 20, at De
Longpre Park. Audiences are
encouraged to bring blankets, lawn
chairs and snacks. Free hot chocolate and popcorn will be provided.
Doors open at 7:30 p.m., movie
starts at 8 p.m. 1350 Cherokee Ave.
chnc.org.

Jazz at LACMA

Jazz lovers are invited to “MFUO
with Jacques Lesure & Marvin
‘Smitty’ Smith,”
a free concert on
Friday, May 20,
from 6-8 p.m. at
the Los Angeles
County Museum
of Art. The performance is part
of the Jazz at
LACMA series. Led by guitarist
Lesure and drummer Smith, MFUO
(which means “groove” in Swahili)
is a unique jazz quartet that also
includes organist Pete Kuzma and
percussionist Christian Moraga. The
group of all-star musicians mixes
genres including jazz, Latin fusion
and rock and roll. LACMA’s Smidt
Welcome Plaza, 5905 Wilshire
Blvd. lacma.org.

‘The Sun
Also Rises’

L.A. Theatre Works has commissioned an audio adaptation of “The
Sun Also Rises” by Ernest
Hemingway available beginning on

Friday, May 20. The adaptation was
made by the BBC’s Kate McAll.
“The Sun Also Rises” offers a
poignant look at the disillusionment
and angst of the post-World War I
“lost” generation. A group of friends
leaves 1920s Paris for the Festival
of San Fermin in Pamplona. Jake
loves the aristocratic Brett Ashley,
but Ashley’s wandering eye lands
on a young toreador. In a week of
drinking, bullfighting and jealousy
that follows, friendships are upended and hopes for love are dashed.
The cost is $20 and the production
is
available
on
demand.
latw.org/title/sun-also-rises.

‘Dragon Ball’
concert

“Dragon Ball Symphonic Adventure”
will premiere on Saturday, May 21, at
8 p.m. at the Microsoft Theater.
Created and produced by Overlook
Events, “Dragon Ball Symphonic
Adventure” is an immersive multimedia event for anime fans. The unique
concert experience combines scenes
and sounds from the animated series
“Dragon Ball” with live vocals, a 60piece orchestra and music by Japanese
composer Shunsuke Kikuchi. Tickets
start at $59. 777 Chick Hearn Court.
axs.com/events/428144/dragonball-symhonic-adventure-tickets?skin=microsofttheater.

Webinar on
building wealth

Join the Jewish Free Loan Association
for a webinar with David Horvitz, principal at Cheviot Value Management,
on Tuesday, May 24, from noon to 4

p.m., via Zoom.
Horvitz will provide information
on building longterm
wealth.
Cheviot
Value
Management is a
comprehensive
financial planning firm. Horvitz is also
vice president of Jewish Free Loan
Association’s Board of Directors.
Reservations
are
required.
us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ
cld-6uqTkvGNWPpo2YwAFUUgeiJ_VK7put. t.

Piano Spheres

Classical music fans won’t want to
miss a Piano Spheres performance
by guest artist David Kaplan titled
“Ph(f)antasy(ies)” on Tuesday, May
24, at 8 p.m. in UCLA’s Zipper Hall.
200 S. Grand Ave. (323)226-0326,
pianospheres.org.

Holocaust history

Join Holocaust Museum L.A. for
“Hidden History Revealed: Through
the Lens of Arthur Rothstein,” a virtual talk with illustrations on
Wednesday, May 25, at 5 p.m.
Rothstein played a pivotal role in the
New Deal photo documentary project depicting the Great Depression
and the Dust Bowl. It was a prelude
to his photo-essay depicting the
Jewish refugee community stranded
in Shanghai after World War II. The
photographer’s daughter, Dr. Ann
Rothstein Segan, will her father’s
work. Suggested donation is $10;
reservations
are
required.
31418.blackbaudhosting.com/31418
/Hidden-History-Revealed-Throughthe-Lens-of-Arthur-Rothstein.
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Beverly Hills term limits to be determined
n Residents will vote on

whether 12 years is
enough for city officials
By AAron Blevins
In addition to deciding who will
fill three City Council seats and the
position of city treasurer, Beverly
Hills residents will vote on whether
to limit elected officials to three
terms in the June 7 Primary
Election.
Measure TL would restrict
Beverly Hills officials to no more
than three terms or 12 years in
office. Proponents believe that is
more than enough time for elected
officials to follow through with initiatives and projects they hope to
complete.
“Although a position on the City
Council is a paid position, the pay
is nominal,” former Beverly Hills
Mayor Mark Egerman said. “It is
truly a volunteer type of position
where you have concerned citizens
volunteering to come forward to
serve as a local government and
deal with local issues. Basically, I
believe that in any volunteer position, and community volunteer
position, it is important to have a
reasonable turnover to bring in
fresh blood.”
Egerman, who served on the
council from 1997-05, said he
believed that his eight-year tenure
was sufficient in terms of fulfilling
his goals as an elected official.
“Whenever you leave – be it
after four years, eight years, 12
years or 16 years – there are things
that are left undone, just by the
nature of the fact that hopefully
you remain active and come up
with new ideas, but having served
eight years on the council, I
believed that it was time to bring in
new people,” he added.
According to city documents,
Egerman is among 13 former
Beverly Hills mayors who support
term limits for the city’s elected
officials.
Another former mayor, Robert

City controller
issues food
resource map
As food prices soar across the
country and food banks report a
surge of first-time visitors, Los
Angeles City Controller Ron
Galperin on May 11 released a new
statewide map of free food
resources available to Californians.
The map shows more than 1,400
food banks, food pantries, emergency distribution centers and other
community resources providing
free access to food across the
Golden State.
All Californians can find
resources by typing their address
into the search bar and choosing a
search radius, or by clicking on a
location near them on the map.
Each dot on the map indicates the
location of a separate resource site.
Galperin recommends that anyone seeking assistance contact
prospective sites before visiting to
confirm hours and eligibility. Some
locations may request that community members bring photo identification or other supporting documents when they visit.
In addition, the controller’s office
has created a Hunger for Solutions
to Food Insecurity story map.
For information, visit lacontroller.org.

Tanenbaum,
agreed
with
Egerman’s assessment that 12
years is plenty for elected officials
to accomplish their goals. He
served on the council from 1986 to
1994.
“You’ll be able to get done what
you believe motivated you to get
involved in the first place,”
Tanenbaum said.
He added that generating civic
involvement is a difficult task, and
the issue is exacerbated by officials
serving
unlimited
terms.
Tanenbaum said he believes the
measure will help in that regard.
“We need to get new blood in all
the time,” he said.
Both Egerman and Tanenbaum
said the measure is not directed at
any one individual. However, during public comment at the council’s February 2021 meeting, when
the council approved putting the
measure on the ballot, some residents voiced concerns that it was
directed at Councilman John
Mirisch, specifically for voting
against the city’s mixed-use ordinance.
Mirisch, who is seeking a fourth
term on the council in the June

election, said he is unsure if the
measure was initiated because of
his vote on the mixed-use ordinance, but he does believe it was
directed at him.
“I sometimes speak uncomfortable truths and there are members
of the city’s ‘insiders club’ who
don’t like it when someone points
out that the emperor isn’t wearing
any clothes,” he said.
Mirisch said he is the only candidate representing the southeast, and
that term limits could impact that
portion of the city’s representation.
“I am the only council member
representing 90211, the southeast
part of town, and have been the
only representative for the southeast for my entire tenure on the
council,” he added. “If I’m not reelected, the southeast, the most
densely populated part of Beverly
Hills, will have no representation
on the council. Perhaps that is the
ultimate goal of the measure. I do
not support Measure TL and urge a
‘no’ vote. That said, I would support a ballot initiative which would
ensure that all parts of Beverly Hills
get proportional representation on
the council.”

photo courtesy of the Clean Power Alliance

Beverly Hills Vice Mayor Julian Gold will serve a two-year term as
chair of the Clean Power Alliance.

BH vice mayor to chair CPA board
The Clean Power Alliance
Board of Directors on May 11
elected Beverly Hills Vice
Mayor Julian Gold as its new
board chair for a two-year term
beginning July 1. CPA’s board
and staff recognized its outgoing
board chair, South Pasadena
Mayor Diana Mahmud, for her
five years of leadership as a
founding member.
Gold was the chair of CPA’s
Finance Committee while also
contributing his efforts as an

“Provides fortunate Angeleno
audiences with yet another
opportunity to see the great

Joe Morton perform
live & in person.”
- HOLLYWOOD PROGRESSIVE

“A very creative reimagined production ...
expressive riveting performances.
A unique and compelling production
to experience.” - L.A. ART PARTY

THE WALLIS PRODUCTION OF

JOE MORTON AS

WRITTEN BY

WILLIAM
SHAKESPEARE
DIRECTED BY

JOHN GOULD RUBIN

NOW THRU JUNE 5

TheWallis.org/Lear
This production was made possible by
generous support from Michael and
Meeghan Nemeroﬀ / Vedder Price.

executive committee member.
He was also the co-chairman of
the
Department
of
Anesthesiology at Cedars-Sinai
and works with the Cedars-Sinai
Accelerator in support of medically related startups.
The Clean Power Alliance
partners with local leaders to
bring access to clean power to
Southern California. Thirty-two
communities in Los Angeles and
Ventura counties have partnered
with the organization.
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Police investigate robbery in Hancock Park
n Crime is believed to

be part of follow-home
robbery trend
By edwin folven

photo by Rance Collins

Police and firefighters responded to the 800 block of North
Hayworth Avenue on May 11 after a man allegedly shot into an
apartment and then took his own life.

Man dies by suicide after
shooting into apartment
By edwin folven

Authorities are investigating a
shooting on May 11 in the 800
block of North Hayworth Avenue
that allegedly occurred during a
domestic violence incident.
Police received a call at 11:35
p.m. about shots fired into an
occupied dwelling, and found a
man at the scene suffering from a
gunshot wound to the head, Los
Angeles Police Department
spokeswoman Annie Hernandez
said. Officers determined that the
man with the gunshot wound

allegedly went to the apartment
building and confronted a
woman who lives there, fired
shots into her apartment and then
shot himself, Hernandez added.
“The suspect did not strike the
victim,” she said. “He committed
suicide. He was pronounced dead
at the hospital.”
Hernandez said the man who
died was 34 years old. The Los
Angeles County Office of
Medical Examiner-Coroner confirmed the death is under investigation but released no further
information.

Bill will address illegal street racing

The California State Assembly on
May 16 passed Assembly Bill 2000,
which aims to prevent street racing
and vehicle sideshows from occurring in parking lots.
The measure, authored by
Assemblyman Jesse Gabriel (DWoodland Hills), expands options
for law enforcement to crack down
on dangerous driving.
“Far too frequently, street racing
and illegal sideshows devastate families, harm innocent bystanders and
cut short young lives,” Gabriel said.
“Communities across California are
sick and tired of this reckless behavior. This bipartisan legislation will
crack down on dangerous activity
and help to save lives.”
An increase in illegal street racing

activity occurred during the COVID19 pandemic, the assemblyman said.
In 2020, the California Highway
Patrol responded to more than
25,000 calls involving illegal street
racing activity statewide, an alarming increase of more than 3,500 calls
from the year before, he added.
Law enforcement officials are
using driver’s license suspensions as
a tool to deter illegal street racing.
AB 2000 will allow courts to suspend a driver’s license upon conviction for exhibition of speed during a
sideshow in a parking lot – an area
not currently covered under law. AB
2000 will next be considered by the
California Senate, where it is expected to be heard in a policy committee
in the coming weeks.

Authorities stress importance of seatbelts
The Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department has launched
a seatbelt awareness program
through the Memorial Day
Weekend and is reminding
motorists to always buckle up and
keep children in child safety seats.
This year’s Click it or Ticket
campaign runs from May 23-June
5. The Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department will deploy
additional patrol deputies to look
for drivers and passengers who are
not wearing seat belts, and vehicles
in which children are not secured in
child safety seats.
“Wearing a seat belt should be an
automatic for all drivers and passengers,” Sgt. Robert Hill said. “It’s
the safe thing to do, especially
when it comes to securing children
in child safety seats.”
According to the National
Highway
Traffic
Safety

Administration, 10,893 people
killed in crashes throughout the
country in 2020 were not wearing
seat belts. In California, 756 people
killed in crashes in 2020 were not
wearing seat belts, or nearly 20% of
all traffic deaths in the state. The
numbers reflect the most recent statistics available.
California law requires a child to
be secured in a safety or booster
seat until they are at least 8 years
old, or at least 4 feet 9 inches tall.
Children under the age of 2 must
ride in a rear-facing seat unless the
child weighs 40 or more pounds or
is 40 or more inches tall.
Law enforcement officers can
cite motorists and passengers for
not wearing a seat belt.
Funding for the program was
provided by a grant from the
California Office of Traffic Safety
through the NHTSA.

Los Angeles Police Department
investigators are seeking a male
suspect who allegedly followed a
victim home in Hancock Park on
May 12 and robbed her at gunpoint
as she took her children out of her
vehicle.
The robbery occurred at approximately 12:50 p.m. in the 300 block
of South Muirfield Road. Police
said the suspect stole an expensive
watch from the victim and fled. No
injuries were reported.
Investigators described the incident as part of a citywide crime
trend of follow-home robberies
being committed by multiple different gangs. The case is being
investigated by the LAPD’s
Follow-Home Robbery Task
Force, which is comprised of

detectives from the department’s
Robbery-Homicide Division.
“The victim was just taking her
children out of their car seats in the
back seat and the gunman
appeared, demanded her watch and
threatened to shoot the children,”
Det. Chris Marsden said. “She had
just arrived at home. We believe
she may have been followed from
an unknown location. She complied and gave the suspect her
watch. He got into a car driven by
another suspect and left.”
Officers from the LAPD’s
Wilshire Division responded and
searched the area but were unable
to locate the getaway vehicle,
which was described as a black
luxury sedan driven by a white
woman. Marsden said RobberyHomicide Division investigators
were also called to the scene.
According to an alert issued by
the SSA Security Group, which
provides private security services
in the neighborhood, repairs were
being made at the victim’s home

and she did not want to leave the
watch there while running errands.
Marsden declined to provide any
further specific details about the
robbery, including the brand of the
watch that was stolen. However, he
said watches and expensive jewelry have frequently been stolen during the recent follow-home robberies.
“It’s become quite the common
theme in all of these,” Marsden
added. “These suspects are aware
of what types of watches they are
after and they follow victims. What
was different about this one is it
was only one suspect. Usually,
there are multiple suspects.
Nonetheless, he said, ‘Give me the
watch,’ so we think he had already
seen the watch.”
Anyone with information about
the crime is urged to call investigators with the Follow-Home
Robbery Task Force at (213)4866840. During weekends and offhours, call the LAPD’s hotline at
(877)LAPD247.

Suspect arrested for allegedly stabbing victim in BH
n No motive is released,

but police do not believe
it was robbery
By edwin folven

Beverly Hills Police Department
officers arrested a male suspect on
May 12 for allegedly stabbing a

female victim with a screwdriver in
the 300 block of South Beverly
Drive.
The incident occurred at approximately 2:28 p.m. and the suspect
fled on foot, BHPD Lt. Giovanni
Trejo said. Trejo said the motive
does not appear to be robbery, and
the incident remains under investigation.

The victim sustained non-lifethreatening injuries and was transported to a hospital for treatment.
Officers quickly located the suspect
in the area and took him into custody, Trejo said. Criminal charges
are pending.
Anyone with information is
urged to call the BHPD at
(310)285-2125.
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All-electric fire engine energizes Station 82
n Vehicle is part

of city’s plan to
electrify LAFD fleet
By edwin folven
The
Los
Angeles
Fire
Department unveiled a high-tech
all-electric fire engine on May 14
that officials said will be among
many added to the city’s fleet in
the future.
The fire engine, a Rosenbauer
RTX, debuted at the Los Angeles
Fire
Department
Historical
Museum in Hollywood during a
Fire Service Day ceremony attended by Mayor Eric Garcetti, LAFD
Chief Kristin M. Crowley, Council
President Pro Tempore Mitch
O’Farrell, 13th District, and
Councilwoman
Monica
Rodriguez, 7th District. The new
engine will be assigned to Fire
Station 82 at 5769 Hollywood
Blvd.
“Over two years ago, the LAFD
signed an agreement to become the
first fire department in North
America to purchase an all-electric
fire engine from Rosenbauer,” said
Crowley, the LAFD’s first female
fire chief. “What’s pretty amazing
about this opportunity is that they
moved and tweaked this fire
engine to make sure that it meets
and exceeds the needs and expectations of our fire personnel, to
make sure that we are efficient and
that we can do our jobs. We are
beaming with pride to be able to
add this fire engine to our fleet.”
Crowley said the new fire
engine has many benefits. It is
environmentally friendly with less
noise and zero emissions, which
eliminates a hazard firefighters
face working around diesel-powered trucks, Crowley added.
Because it is slightly narrower
than other fire engines currently in
service and has a tighter turning
radius, it is ideal for use on roads
in the Hollywood Hills, Crowley
said.
The new fire engine can operate
for up to two hours on a single
charge, and has a back-up generator for extended operations. With a
$1.2 million price tag, it is roughly
equal to the cost of the LAFD’s
larger diesel-powered fire trucks.
“It will be located and assigned
to our local Fire Station 82, and
that district is very unique,”
Crowley said. “It has geographic
features that include hillside brush,
narrow winding streets, the 101
Freeway and a very dense urban
neighborhood. We are really going

photo courtesy of the 13th District council office

Los Angeles City Council President Pro Tempore Mitch O’Farrell took a
spin in the new fire engine with LAFD Chief Kristin M. Crowley.

to put this electric fire engine to a
full test, and we’re excited to put
this into Fire Station 82.”
Garcetti lauded the new fire
engine as an important component
of the city’s effort to electrify its
fleet of vehicles.
“This truck embodies our commitment to three things: making
sure that you are safe, making sure
that this fire department is the best
equipped and most effective of its
kind, and that we are confronting
our greatest, greatest challenge,
that of climate change, something
that firefighters are on the front
lines of,” Garcetti said.
“Before you is the future, and
the future is arriving today,”
O’Farrell added. “In just over 12
years, we are fulfilling the imperative for a complete transition to
100% renewable energy. And you
do that by pushing for, advocating
for funding improvements like
this, the first fire engine in North
America that is all-electric.”
O’Farrell said by 2030, the city
will add 100,000 chargers for the
estimated 750,000 electric vehicles that will be on the roads in Los
Angeles.
He is spearheading an initiative
to make all city buildings and
facilities fully powered by electricity by 2035.
O’Farrell also encouraged residents to explore incentives offered
by the Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power that can provide
savings and are better for the environment.
“The future for Los Angeles is
very, very bright,” O’Farrell said.
“We’re all pulling in the same

Notable Quotes
“I always enjoyed art history because, growing up in California, my
exposure was limited, and it was a new experience. To learn the history
of art opened up certain things to me, made me see. It intrigued me.”
Herb Ritts
American fashion photographer and director
1952- 2002

Editor’s note: In honor of Rebecca Villalpando, daughter of publishers Michael and Karen Villalpando, graduating May 19 with a master’s
degree in art history from Tulane University, we salute art historians,
including Herb Ritts, an iconic fashion photographer from Los
Angeles.
Source: AZ Quotes

direction, and we’re getting get to
this 100% all-electric fleet here at
the fire department and all city
departments by 2035.”
After unveiling the new fire
engine, O’Farrell joined Crowley
for a spin in the new vehicle.
LAFD Capt. Erik Scott said the
department will continue to work
with Rosenbauer on ways to
improve future all-electric fire service vehicles.
“It’s fast, it’s quiet. This is new
and exciting and it’s cutting-edge,”
Scott added. “No fire engine is
perfect, but we are really looking
forward to putting it to the test.
Without a doubt, this fire engine is
resoundingly innovative.”

Studio expands career opportunities
The ManifestWorks program,
which was founded as part of the
Changing Lenses initiative at
Television City in the Fairfax
District, has expanded to a
famous sound stage at the
Radford Studio Center lot in
Studio City.
Stage 9 at the Radford Studio
Center lot (formerly CBS Studio
Center) recently hosted an event
with
participants
in
ManifestWorks, a Los Angelesbased nonprofit that provides
young people impacted by foster
care, incarceration and homelessness with job training, placement
and support for careers in the film
and
television
industries.
Participants learned extensive
hands-on lighting and grip training from industry professionals.
The training was provided by
the MBS Illumination Program in
partnership with and funded by

the Changing Lenses initiative.
The program promotes opportunities that increase diversity,
equity and inclusion in the entertainment industry. Hackman
Capital Partners, owner of
Television City and the Radford
Studio Center, founded the
Changing Lenses initiative in
partnership with The MBS
Group. Television City previously welcomed participants in
ManifestWorks last November to
explore career opportunities on
the studio lot.
Stage 9 Radford Studio Center
was the longtime home to the
television show “Seinfeld,” and
hosted one season of filming for
“Curb Your Enthusiasm” and
nine seasons of “Last Man
Standing.”
For
information
on
ManifestWorks, visit manifestworks.org.

photo by Eilish Nobes, The MBS Group

Naoe Jarmon, left, a board member and previous participant in the
ManifestWorks initiative, joined Irene Phan, of The MBS Illumination
Program, and Zach Sokoloff, senior vice president of Hackman
Capital Partners, at the event at Radford Studio Center.
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City of Beverly Hills bolsters mental health efforts
n BHPD creates

special alert registry
to aid in emergencies
By AAron Blevins
The Beverly Hills Police
Department has launched a special
alert registry, in which residents
can report members of their households who have cognitive disabilities to aid first responders in case
of an emergency.
BHPD Chief Mark Stainbrook
on May 17 informed the Beverly
Hill City Council on the initiative
that aims to prepare emergency
personnel when they respond to
calls that may involve individuals
with
autism,
schizophrenia,
dementia or other disabilities.
“I think this is really good,
because the more information we
can give our police and firefighters
when they’re responding to a call –
if they’re potentially dealing with
someone with mental illness – to
get that before they ever get there is
very, very critical,” he said.
Stainbrook said the BHPD has
already begun publicizing the registry, which is available on the
department’s online services site.
The police chief also announced
the department’s attempt to fund a
mental health evaluation team. He
said the request, which carries a
price tag of approximately
$750,000, will be brought before
the council again on May 24.
“The MET provides outreach to
community members who are
struggling with mental health
issues,” Stainbrook added. “It’s a
collaboration with L.A. County,
which provides the clinicians, and
the city of Beverly Hills, [which
would] provide the officers. We
would have two teams, or four people. A team is made up of a police
officer who’s specially trained and
goes through 40 hours of training
in how to handle mental illness
cases. And they would be paired
with a licensed clinical social
worker, who actually rides in the
car with the officer, so when

Neighborhood
council seeks
candidates
The
Mid
City
West
Neighborhood Council is seeking
candidates for stakeholder member
vacancies.
People who live, work, rent or
own property in Mid City West’s
area, or have a stake in the neighborhood as a community interest
stakeholder are eligible to run for
one of the current openings.
Community interest stakeholders
are defined as people who affirm a
substantial and ongoing participation within the neighborhood
council’s boundaries and may be
active in a community organizations.
There are openings for one
member on the Arts and
Recreation Committee, Outreach
and Civic Engagement Committee,
Social and Racial Equity
Committee, and Transportation
and Sustainability Committee.
All candidates are encouraged to
notify the Executive Council
before May 26 of their intent to run
and must attend the May 26 meeting to be eligible.
For information, email executive@midcitywest.org.

they’re going to calls or when they
see an issue, they already have
someone there that can deal with
people having a mental illness crisis.”
He said the proposal would give
the BHPD “coverage” for 10 hours
per day, seven days a week.
Stainbrook said his previous
employer, the San Diego Harbor
Police, had a similar program, and
that it was “very effective” in dealing with individuals undergoing a
mental health crisis.
“Officers aren’t really trained for
that,” he added. “It’s a really good
partnership.”
Stainbrook said the department
has been meeting with L.A. County
officials, but it may take several
months for the effort to be implemented and clinicians assigned.
Councilman Robert Wunderlich
praised both efforts.
“Mental health is an issue that, of
course, we all do care about, and
mental health does encompass a
wide variety of issues that includes
the unhoused,” he said. “But, it
goes beyond the unhoused.”
Wunderlich also praised the
MET program, as it would increase
the ability of the city to provide
mental health services to people
who may not be receptive to what
they need.
“I know in our own family, and
I’m sure this has happened with so
many families, when you’re actually in the shoes of having to provide care for somebody who’s having a mental health episode, the
people having that episode frequently are really not in the best
position to be judges for themselves of what can be helpful,” he
added. “And with the existing
restrictions, it is very difficult to
get people mental health support
when they’re being resistant to it.”
Councilman Lester Friedman
said mental health has always been
an issue in the region, and that
there has always been a stigma
attached to it.
“It’s really nice that we are recognizing in our city – and have
been recognizing – that issue that

needs to be dealt with,” he said.
Councilman John Mirisch asked
about the city’s ability to offer
shelter to individuals in need of
services and said the city may need
to look into purchasing its own
motel or another similar facility to
increase the number of beds at
their disposal.
He also praised the MET proposal but said the city needs to be
“dynamic” about police involvement with individuals having mental episodes.
“I think, at some point, we
maybe don’t need to have police
officers involved in that,” Mirisch
said. “If there’s the potential for
violence or the potential for something along those lines, of course
police should be involved. It’s
good for the police to have the
training. It’s also good for the
police to have knowledge about
that. But ultimately, I think we
want to use the resources of our
police to combat crime.”
Vice Mayor Julian Gold said the
city has a history of helping
unhoused individuals, but the
COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated the issue. He referenced the
BHPD taking people off the street
to get dental exams in the past.
“Nobody could have anticipated
[the pandemic],” Gold said. “And
there’s a little bit of catch up going
on here. But nonetheless, I think
that same ethic that got us to this
point in the past will serve us
well.”
Mayor Lili Bosse, who initiated
the discussion on mental health,
said she would like to see the MET
team in action as soon as possible.
“Mental wellness, mental health
is a tremendous priority,” she
added. “If we want to be a healthy
city, as I’ve always said, it starts
with healthy people. And that
absolutely starts from within.”
To access the special alert registry, visit beverlyhills.org/departments/policedepartment/onlineservices/. In addition, residents are
advised to call (310)487-0313 if
they see an unhoused individual in
need of services.

Greater Miralce Mile
Chamber of Commerce
Please Join Us

Tarfest 2022
Screening
May 25
6:00pm-8:00pm
Japan Foundation LA
5700 Wilshire Blvd Suite 100
Los Angeles, CA 90036

Tickets: $10
RSVP
info@miraclemilechamber.org

photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

Bosse hosts first ‘Live With Lili’
Beverly Hills Mayor Lili Bosse
on May 9 hosted “Live With
Lili,” a one-hour event that
offered members of the community an opportunity to share their
thoughts and concerns with
Bosse. During the event, residents and the mayor discussed
CicLAvia, public safety, electric
vehicle chargers, development

projects, public transportation
and more. The next “Live With
Lili” will be held from 7 to 8 p.m.
on June 23 in the municipal
gallery at City Hall, 455 N.
Rexford Drive.
To view the May 9 event, visit
beverlyhills.org/citymanager/ma
yorandcouncilmembers/livewithlili/?NFR=1.

Council designates Anne Frank Day
The Los Angeles City Council
approved a resolution authored by
Councilmen Paul Koretz, 5th
District, and Bob Blumenfield, 3rd
District, declaring May 12 as Anne
Frank Day in Los Angeles. May 12
was Frank’s father’s birthday.
Frank was a Jewish girl whose
diary during World War II documented her life from 1942-44
while hiding with her family from
the Nazis. The “Diary of a Young
Girl,” also known as “The Diary of
Anne Frank,” has become one of
the most widely read books in the
world. Millions of people are
inspired by Frank’s words in advocating for positive change, raising
awareness about the dangers of
prejudice and discrimination, and
the importance of speaking up
against injustices, the councilmen
said.
“As a son of a Holocaust sur-

vivor, it has been lifelong mission
to never forget the atrocities World
War II,” Koretz said. “Anne’s story
is still relevant today in combating
hateful rhetoric spewed in this current climate that seeks to dehumanize anyone perceived as the
‘other.’ We must continue to educate future generations so that we
continue to remember and reflect,
and if they see acts of unfairness
and injustice, they don’t remain
silent and act.”
“Thank you to Councilmembers
Koretz and Blumenfield for continuing to advocate for Holocaust
education,” said Beth Kean, CEO
of Holocaust Museum L.A. “By
teaching the critical lessons from
the past and their continued relevance today, we empower the next
generation to recognize and confront antisemitism, racism and
hatred.”
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Newsom releases budget proposal
As global inflation and war in
Europe drive up costs across the
country, Gov. Gavin Newsom has
proposed a $300.7 billion budget
to provide relief from rising inflation, ensure public safety, address
homelessness, transform public
education and combat climate
change.
The governor’s California
Blueprint includes an $18.1 billion
inflation relief package to get
money back into the pockets of
Californians and bring down costs
for families.
“Backed by a robust surplus and
grounded in our unshakable values, we’re paving the California
Way forward to prosperity and
progress for all,” Newsom said.
“With historic investments, we’re
doubling down on our formula for
success and making sure no one is
left behind – supporting working
families and businesses, tackling
climate change, expanding health
care access, making our communities safer and more. While gridlock
persists in Congress and rightwing fanatics turn statehouses
across the country into laboratories
of hate and oppression, here in
California, we’re putting in the
work to grow our economy and
implement real, inclusive policy
change to create a brighter future
for all.”
The proposal also includes a climate commitment of $47.1 billion
– an increase of $32 billion – to
tackle pollution, build climate
resilient water supplies, reduce the
risk of catastrophic wildfires,
ensure grid reliability and accelerate clean energy solutions, and
protect communities from extreme
heat.
Newsom proposed $660 million
to ensure public safety with funding for new officers and mental
health support for law enforcement, as well as support for victims of sex trafficking. It provides
funding to crack down on internet
crimes against children and tackle
the opioid crisis as well.
If approved, approximately $15
million would be use to confront
homelessness and the mental
health crisis. with investments to
help get people off the streets and
into the services and care they
need, focusing particularly on
Californians who suffer from mental health and substance use disorders.

Newsom also proposed $37 billion to rebuild California with
money for infrastructure, including broadband and new housing,
as well as an investment of $128.3
billion to transform public education.
The proposal includes a $97.5
billion surplus and would ensure
that this year’s spending will not
hamstring future budgets, calling
for $37.1 billion in reserves.
The Jewish Public Affairs
Committee of California praised
the proposal, as it contains four
“major victories” for the committee that total $93.2 million, including funding for JPAC’s two
biggest requests.
The proposal includes $50 million to fund the Nonprofit Security
Grant Program, an annual initiative led by JPAC and the
California Legislative Jewish
Caucus to provide funding to nonprofits at risk of hate-motivated
violence to help with their security
infrastructure.
Newsom proposed $40 million
to rebuild six Jewish and nonJewish summer camps that were
destroyed in recent wildfires. The
URJ Camp Newman and Wilshire
Boulevard Temple camps are each
set to receive $11.83 million, and
the Shalom Institute would receive
$9.47 million. Other summer
camps included in the funding proposal are Camp Krem, Camp
Skylark and Camp Jack Hazard.
Two recent initiatives sponsored
by JPAC also received funding.
The Governor’s Council on
Holocaust
and
Genocide
Education was established by
executive action from Newsom in
2021. The proposal includes $1.4
million to staff the council and
ensure the proper educational
goals are being achieved.
Assembly Bill 1126 by
Assemblyman Richard Bloom (DSanta Monica) was a JPAC-sponsored bill signed into law in 2021,
establishing the Commission on
the State of Hate. The proposal
includes $1.8 million to further its
mission of analyzing and proposing policy solutions to root out
hate.
The Legislature must still put
together their own budget proposal
and reconcile it with the governor
by June 15.
For
information,
visit
ebudget.ca.gov.

LASAN receives state funding
LA Sanitation & Environment
has secured state funding from
the California Water and
Wastewater Arrearage Payment
Program.
The Los Angeles City Council
Ad Hoc Committee on COVID19 Recovery and Neighborhood
Investment on May 6 approved
receipt of the nearly $60 million
granted.
“While we can see the light at
the end of the tunnel, we know
that Angelenos are still hurting
financially from the pandemic,”
said Council President Nury
Martinez, 6th District. “These
funds will provide families with
much-needed relief as they work
to move forward. As a city, we
are committed to seeing
Angelenos through the end of this
pandemic and helping our neighbors get back on track financially.”
“Even as we put the worst of
the pandemic behind us, many
Angelenos continue to struggle

financially,” said Council Pro
Tempore Mitch O’Farrell, 13th
District. “This latest round of
assistance is a continuation of our
COVID relief efforts – the
strongest in the nation – furthering our work to protect and uplift
Los Angeles’ most vulnerable
households.”
“LASAN is acutely aware that
many Angelenos have been negatively impacted financially
because of the pandemic,”
LASAN director and general
manager Barbara Romero said.
The CA Water and Wastewater
Arrearage Payment Program is
granted by the state to wastewater
treatment providers that accrued
residential and commercial customer arrearages during the
COVID-19 pandemic bill relief
period (March 4, 2020, through
June 15, 2021). The one-time
payment will be used to credit
customer bills. Eligible customers should see the credits on
their bill by the end of June.

CITY OF WEST HOLLYWOOD
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the West Hollywood Planning Commission will
hold a Public Hearing to consider the following item:
LOCATIONS:

645-685 N. ROBERTSON BOULEVARD,
West Hollywood, California;
8954 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD,
West Hollywood, California; and
648-654 N. LA PEER DRIVE,
West Hollywood, California

REQUEST:

The Planning Commission will hold a public hearing, and
make a recommendation to the City Council regarding a request to 1) adopt an addendum to the certified EIR, 2)
amend the Robertson Lane Specific Plan, 3) redevelop the
commercial site at 8954 Santa Monica Blvd. and 685 Robertson Blvd., to include a two-story building with restaurant and
nightclub uses, and 4) amend entitlements to redevelop a
commercial site to include a 256,578 square-foot 123 room
hotel with associated restaurant, retail, office, and nightclub
uses and subterranean parking for the properties located at
645-681 N. Robertson Blvd. & 648-654 N. La Peer Dr., West
Hollywood, California.

PERMIT(S):

Administrative Permit, Administrative Permit Amendment,
Certificate of Appropriateness, Demolition Permit, Demolition
Permit Amendment, Development Permit, Development Permit Amendment, Conditional Use Permit, Conditional Use
Permit Amendment, Minor Conditional Use Permit, Minor
Conditional Use Permit Amendment, Subdivision Amendment, General Plan Amendment, Zone Map Amendment,
Zone Text Amendment, Robertson Lane Specific Plan
Amendment, and any other required permits.

APPLICANT(S):

Robertson Collection / Faring Capital

TIME/PLACE
OF HEARING:

Thursday, June 2, 2022 at 6:30 p.m.
This meeting will be a teleconferenced meeting (with detailed
instructions for participation included on the posted agenda).
(Dial In (669) 900-6833/ Meeting ID: 860 6863 4454)

ZONES:

RLSP (Robertson Lane Specific Plan)
CN2 (Community Neighborhood 2)

ENVIRONMENTAL
STATUS:
Addendum to the Environmental Impact Report prepared
The staff report will be available on Thursday, May 26, 2022, at City Hall, 8300
Santa Monica Boulevard, and on-line at www.weho.org
IF YOU CHALLENGE this item in court, you may be limited to raising only those
issues you or someone else raised at the Public Hearing described in this notice,
or in the written correspondence delivered to the West Hollywood Planning Commission, via the Planning & Development Services Department at, or prior to, the
Public Hearing.
If you require special assistance to participate in this meeting (e.g., a signer for the
hearing impaired), you must call, or submit your request in writing to the Office of
the City Clerk at (323) 848-6800 at least 48 hours prior to the meeting.
ALL INTERESTED PERSONS are invited to participate in said Public Hearing to
express their opinion in this matter.
For further information contact Laurie Yelton, Associate Planner, in the Planning
& Development Services Department at (323) 848-6475; or via email at:
lyelton@weho.org

Melissa Crowder, City Clerk

Мы сообщаем вам об обсуждении проекта. Для дополнительной информации на русском языке звоните: 323-8486826.
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Candidate forums planned for Schiff announces community priorities for 2023
5th and 13th district races
The
Greater
Wilshire
Neighborhood Council and Echo
Park Neighborhood Council will
co-host two candidate forums –
one for Los Angeles City
Council’s 5th District and another
for the council’s 13th District –
on Thursday, May 26, at the Ebell
of Los Angeles. The forums will
be co-sponsored by the Mid City
West and Palms neighborhood
councils.
All certified candidates for
each City Council race will participate in the forums, which will
be held in the Ebell’s dining hall.
The 5th District forum will begin
at 6 p.m., followed by a brief
intermission. The 13th District
forum will begin at 7:30 p.m.
“With so much of our lives taking place over Zoom these past
two plus years, we felt it was
important to have face-to-face
candidate forums,” said Conrad
Starr, president of the Greater
Wilshire Neighborhood Council.
“Our neighborhood council covers two council districts and collaborating with other groups for
one of the last forums before election day gives more people a final
chance to evaluate the candidates.”
The moderator for the 5th
District forum is to be announced.
Candidates Jimmy Biblarz, Scott
Epstein, Sam Yebri and Katy
Young Yaroslavsky will answer
rapid response and long form
questions.
“We’re especially excited
about the format for our first in
person forum. The candidates
will be asked direct questions that
will force them to lock firmly into

policy positions,” said Dre
Guttag, outreach and civic
engagement chair for the Mid
City
West
Neighborhood
Council. “And, for the first time
this election cycle, candidates
will be given free response time
where they can dig deeply into
their own marquee issues in
hopes of setting themselves apart
from other candidates.”
The forum organizers for the
5th District forum want to hear
from voters in the district on the
issues that are of interest. Email
questions for the candidates to
cd5forum@greaterwilshire.org.
The 13th District forum will be
moderated by Larchmont Buzz
co-editor and publisher Patricia
Lombard. Candidates Albert
Corado, Steve Johnson, Mitch
O’Farrell (incumbent), Kate
Pynoos and Hugo Soto-Martinez
will be asked questions in a random order.
“With so many great candidates running in CD13, the residents of the district needed an
opportunity to hear directly from
the candidates,” said Mansoor
Khan, of the Echo Park
Neighborhood Council. “The
Echo
Park
Neighborhood
Council is proud to play a part in
making that happen with this
forum.”
The primary election is on June
7. For those unable to attend in
person, the forums will also be
available via Zoom.
The Ebell of Los Angeles is
located at 743 S. Lucerne Blvd.
Admission is free and open to the
public. To register, visit
may26cdforum.eventbrite.com.

Election poll workers needed
The Los Angeles County
Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk is
actively recruiting and calling on
members of the community to serve
as election workers for the June 7
Primary Election.
The office is specifically recruiting in Beverly Hills and Los
Angeles, as well as several other
cities. Election workers can earn
up to $1,180 by working the full
voting period and completing all
training requirements. Individuals
who would like to volunteer less
time are welcome and will receive
$100 for each day served, with an
additional $80 after training
requirements are complete.
Election workers must be at 18
years of age, a U.S. citizen and registered voter or a legal permanent
resident, and they must provide
proof of vaccination against
COVID-19.
“I encourage community members who have had an interest in
serving as election workers to
apply,” Registrar-Recorder/County
Clerk Dean Logan said. “The elections process belongs to the voters
and is best served by partnerships
with our community to ensure
access and a positive experience.”
To apply, visit lavote.gov or call
(800)815-2666, option 7.
The Los Angeles Dodgers also
announced on May 13 that the team
has partnered with the L.A. County
Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk
to host a mobile vote center at
Dodger Stadium. It is the second
time that Dodger Stadium will host
a vote center. The first time was in
2020, when the Dodgers became

the first team in Major League
Baseball to make its stadium available for voting.
The mobile vote center will be
available to all voters from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on Saturday, May 28 – the
opening day of the voting period.
Any county voter can visit the stadium and cast their ballot, drop off
their vote by mail ballot or register
to vote.
A second mobile vote center will
be available from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
on Wednesday, June 1. Beginning
at 3 p.m., voters attending the
Dodgers 5:10 p.m. game against the
Pittsburgh Pirates will be allowed
to enter the stadium.
“We are very proud to once again
partner with Los Angeles County to
make Dodger Stadium an accessible voting location for county residents,” Dodgers president and CEO
Stan Kasten said. “Voting is a civic
duty and by bringing the L.A.
County mobile vote center to
Dodger Stadium, we reaffirm our
commitment to ensuring that all
Angelenos have the opportunity to
participate in the upcoming election.”
There will be Dodger giveaways
and a special edition Dodgers “I
Voted” sticker for residents who
turn out to vote at Dodger Stadium
on May 28.
“We are thrilled to continue our
partnership with the World
Champion Los Angeles Dodgers to
highlight the importance of voting
and to provide our voters with a
unique opportunity to cast their ballot at their iconic stadium,” Logan
said.

On May 11, U.S. Rep. Adam
Schiff (D-Burbank) announced the
housing, health, public safety and
community priorities he is urging
to be included in the fiscal year
2023 federal government funding
legislation.
“Congressional funding addresses key needs in all of our lives,
from the programs and services
people rely on every single day to
priorities that may otherwise go
overlooked or underserved,” Schiff
said. “My funding requests reflect
some of the most urgent priorities
that the nation – and particularly
the Los Angeles region – are facing, including the need to keep
more people from becoming
unhoused and to strengthen protections for renters. They also include
other priorities that are deeply personal to my constituents, from saving lives and property during the
next big earthquake, to funding
research on diseases that affect millions, to properly honoring the
‘Lost 74’ of the U.S.S. Frank E.
Evans.”
As part of the House

Appropriations Committee’s annual process of drafting federal government funding legislation, members of Congress are permitted to
submit letters to the relevant subcommittees requesting funding for
national and local priorities. In
years past, Schiff has secured tens
of millions of dollars for targeted
vouchers to reduce homelessness,
research on infectious and chronic
diseases and space exploration.
Schiff’s FY23 program and
funding requests include: providing $28.6 million for the
ShakeAlert West Coast Earthquake
Early Warning System; developing
an eviction protection pilot program; adding the names of the Lost
74 of the U.S.S. Frank E. Evans to
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial
Wall; allowing families in public
housing to keep their pets; facilitating research on sleep disorders and
related health disparities; facilitating research on congenital heart
disease; expanding the National
School Lunch and Breakfast programs; creating a pilot program for
higher education meal programs;

photo courtesy of U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff’s office

U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff

developing a pilot program for free
eye-care for public schools; and
providing for research from the
National Institutes of Health Office
of AIDS Research.
For
information,
visit
schiff.house.gov/.
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Council adopts plan for L.A. to Decking work progresses on subway project
become a green hydrogen hub
Los Angeles City Council
President Nury Martinez, 6th
District, and Council President
Pro Tempore Mitch O’Farrell,
13th District, led the Los
Angeles City Council in a unanimous vote on May 17 that will
allow the city to apply for federal
funds to designate Los Angeles
as a center of green hydrogen
technology.
Green hydrogen has been
identified as a key strategy to
transition
hard-to-electrify
industries away from fossil fuels,
while cleaning the air in underserved communities and helping
Los Angeles achieve its 100%
renewable energy by 2035, the
council members said.
“As a job center and capital of
innovation with a diverse renewable energy portfolio, Los
Angeles is well positioned to
become a leader in green hydrogen technology, which can play a
critical part in our efforts to create cleaner air and achieve our
100% renewable energy goal by
2035,” said O’Farrell, chair of
the City Councils’ Energy,
Climate Change, Environmental
Justice and L.A. River
Committee. “The federal funding from the Bipartisan
Infrastructure Bill is a once-in-a
lifetime opportunity to bring this
jobs-creating industry to Los
Angeles in a process that prioritizes equity, environmental justice and well-paying jobs.”

Following the council’s
approval, the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power,
the Port of Los Angeles and
other city departments will submit a proposal to the United
States Department of Energy to
designate the greater Los
Angeles region as a green hydrogen hub. More than $8 billion in
federal funds are available in the
2021 Bipartisan Infrastructure
Bill for municipalities that make
the designation. The federal bill
allocates funding for the creation
of at least four regional
Hydrogen Hubs across the
nation. The Department of
Energy will oversee the initiatives as part of its Clean Energy
Demonstration Program.
The council also directed the
city’s Climate Emergency
Mobilization Office to involve
historically underserved communities in the application process.
“[This] vote is a step in the
right direction to more opportunities and good-paying jobs for
working Angelenos,” said Chris
Hannan, executive secretary for
the
Los
Angeles/Orange
Counties
Building
and
Construction Trades Council.
“Our pursuit and thoughtful
investment in burgeoning technologies like green hydrogen
will ensure that Los Angeles
stays at the forefront of new
industries that will uplift the next
generation of workers.”

City examines ways to expand
sports programs for youth
The Los Angeles City Council
unanimously approved a motion
on May 11 that seeks to develop a
citywide adaptive sports program
with a focus on the expansion of
services to transitional age youth
ages 18-24, adults and seniors.
The council was led in approving the measure by Council
President Pro Tempore Mitch
O’Farrell, 13th District, a former
competitive
athlete,
and
Councilman Paul Krekorian, 2nd
District.
“Our action means that
Angelenos of all ages will have
greater access to sports and recreational programming that can help
keep people healthy throughout
their lives,” O’Farrell said. “I know
from personal experience how
sports and recreation can be transformative to a person’s health and
well-being, and as we work to
expand these services, we are
doing so with equity and accessibility in mind. This partnership
ensures that we have unique
resources to help people now and
in the years to come.”
In 2028, Los Angeles will host
the Summer Olympic and
Paralympic Games. As part of an
effort to make sports more accessible and affordable for children, the
Los Angeles Department of
Recreation and Parks last
November launched “PlayLA,” a
free- to low-cost youth sports initiative made possible through a
$160 million contribution from
LA28 and the International
Olympic Committee.
PlayLA has brought critically
needed access to adaptive and nonadaptive sports, clinics and classes,

ensuring all children ages 5-17
have an opportunity to participate
in sports. O’Farrell and Krekorian’s
motion approved seeks to build on
the success of PlayLA by increasing adaptive sports access and service availability citywide.

Metro continues to advise about
work on the Purple Line Extension
project and is providing updates
about construction in late-May.
On phase one of the project from
Wilshire/Western to Wilshire/La
Cienega, crews are removing decking and restoring the Wilshire
Boulevard street surface between
La Brea and Fairfax Avenues.
In the Miracle Mile, Wilshire
Boulevard will continue to be fully
closed on weekends through July
11 for street restoration. Crews are
removing temporary decking and
installing a permanent road surface.
Wilshire Boulevard will be closed
from 9 p.m. on Friday to 6 a.m. on
Monday each weekend. The work
began near Wilshire Boulevard and
Highland Avenue and is progressing west toward La Brea Avenue.
Farther west, weekend lane closures may also be in place near
Wilshire/Fairfax. Crews are working underground at the subway station and in appendage structures,
which are rooms and passageways
adjacent to the station. Through
September, Wilshire Boulevard will
be reduced to two lanes in each
direction between San Diego Way
and Spaulding Avenue. A K-rail
work zone will remain at the southwest corner of Wilshire Boulevard
and Fairfax Avenue.
Near the Wilshire/La Cienega,
Wilshire Boulevard may be intermittently reduced to one or two
lanes in each direction between San
Vicente and La Cienega boulevards. Left turns from Wilshire
Boulevard to Gale Drive are
restricted from both directions, and
left turns from Wilshire Boulevard
to South Tower Drive are also
restricted.
In June, utility work is anticipated to begin on permanent electrical
power lines to the future
Wilshire/Rodeo station. In the days
leading up to the work, lane closures are anticipated on Wilshire
Boulevard between El Camino and
Crescent drives. Ground improvement work to be completed in
preparation for construction of
cross passage tunnels is anticipated
to begin in late-May. Fourteen loca-

photo courtesy of Metro

Crews are moving decking and replacing the road surface on Wilshire
Boulevard, and beginning the decking process on Wilshire Boulevard
over the Westwood/UCLA subway station.

tions along the tunnel alignment
will require lane and sidewalk closures. Metro will issue notices with
details about each closure prior to
the start of work.
Crews are also building the
future Century City/Constellation
subway station and are relocating
sewer and storm drains. For the
next four months, southbound
Avenue of the Stars will be reduced
to one lane in each direction in the
area. Constellation Boulevard will
remain accessible. However, left
turns will be restricted from northbound Avenue of the Stars onto
westbound
Constellation
Boulevard.
Crews are also conducting piling
work
for
the
future
Westwood/UCLA station. The
work is primarily occurring on
Wilshire Boulevard near Gayley
Avenue and lane reductions will be
needed in the area.
For information, call (213)9226934, or visit metro.net.

Letters to the Editor
Traffic measures
should be
reassessed

Beverly Hills needs
to address problems
in alleys

as it is today. Please respect this
house and what it represents.

Re “Jury still out on Willoughby
traffic measures,” May 12 issue

Re “Beverly Hills alley restrictions may change,” May 12 issue

Traffic calming is the most insidious euphemism since Orwell coined
some.
Unfortunately, only planners
seem to think putting up road blocks
will keep people from using alternative routes. Are tax dollars paying
people that do not know in advance
that drivers will take Waring or
Romaine if Willoughby is blocked?
Putting up speed bumps on
Orlando has not changed anything,
other than a few more shock
absorber repairs. People still need to
get to work and school and will use
alternative routes when the main
streets are congested.
Perhaps greenlighting elevated
rail routes would relieve pressure on
main and residential streets.

As a member of the Beverly
Hills Chamber, I totally agree with
these concerns
I think that first, the alley situation needs to be addressed. Since
the pandemic, they (alleys) have
become the hot spot for transients.

Save the structures in
Plummer Park

Harlan Levinson
Los Angeles

Debbie Joyce
Beverly Hills

House on Roxbury
should be preserved
Re “Hearing date set for
Roxbury house,” May 12 issue
That house has always moved
me with its grace and presence that
evokes a timeless elegance that
will be as true in another 80 years

Craig Reynolds
Beverly Hills

Re “WeHo park structures may
be protected,” May 5 issue
Indeed, saving these historic
structures from the 20th century is
important. I would note that the
ACTUP-LA meetings originated
in the Great Hall Long haul complex, particularly in Great Hall,
except for the times when the
many smokers had to step out into
the patio to continue debate.
A lot of people would echo their
gratitude for saving these structures. Unfortunately, we lost so
many. The structures will stand to
honor their fight for generations to
come.
David Reid
Vista Street

KRAMER LAW GROUP
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SB9 codification approved by WeHo Council

By edwin folven

Betty Way and Greenacre Avenue,
two of the few remaining streets with
entirely single-family dwellings in
West Hollywood, were in the conversation at the May 16 West
Hollywood City Council meeting,
when the council passed an item that
codified the California state law SB9.
SB9, which went into effect on
Jan. 1, allowed for the subdivision of
single-family units into two lots, as
long the individual lots meet a minimum requirement of 1,200 square
feet. Additionally, the law allows for
more dwelling units and additional
junior dwelling units of 800 square
feet. No lot owner is required to subdivide their lots. Instead, the state law
gives owners the option to subdivide
their lots, according to Rachel
Dimond, senior planner for long
range planning for West Hollywood.
The city council item creates
perimeters by which the law will be
implemented, including basic architectural requirements for how additional units would need to be constructed.
West Hollywood had opposed the
state law prior to its passage, with
consideration to the small number of
single-family lots still within the
city’s purview. In total, only 53 units
are affected by SB9, and, consequentially, two of the streets that could be
most transformed by the law have
been in recent West Hollywood
Preservation Alliance discussions for
potential historic designation.
There was a particular concern,
raised by Mayor Lauren Meister,
during the May 16 meeting, that
West Hollywood’s official adoption
of the state law would lead to the
overcrowding of streets like Betty
Way, which is not only too narrow
for street parking but also is made up
of small, mostly under 2,400-squarefoot lots that could only legally take
on a subdivision if second stories
were added to existing structures.
Public commenters, including residents Steve Martin and Lynn
Russell, expressed concern that the
city’s recognition of SB9 could
eventually lead to vast changes to
community integrity.
“Protecting neighborhoods is

more than just providing public safety, it’s also maintaining the integrity
of our current neighborhoods,”
Russell said.
“SB9 is a developer bill,” Martin
said. “[The city has] never been
bashful about opposing bad laws.”
Meister echoed many of the residents’ opinions, stating that while the
state has mandated this item as law,
West Hollywood has often positioned itself as a sanctuary city standing in opposition to federal and state
laws. There are several cities
throughout the state that have signed
a lawsuit objecting to SB9.
“There are times we can go up
against the law and protest,” Meister
said.
The mayor cited tools that might
be within the city’s purview to prevent development on the properties.
“I think that we should be doing
environmental studies on historic
resources, parking and infrastructure,” Meister said. “I think we
should look into the lawsuits and
have staff get back to us on the status. I think the idea of amending the
historic context study to include
these [R1 zoned] areas, particularly
Greenacre and Betty Way, makes
sense.”
She advocated for tabling the item
for the time being and was ultimately
the lone council member who did
not move the item forward.
While Mayor Pro Tempore Sepi
Shyne agreed with much of what
Meister and residents had said, she
added that SB9 was state law.
“It’s so frustrating that we are getting one-size-fits all mandating from
the state,” Shyne said. “But the law
is the law. It is what it is.”
Councilwoman Lindsey Horvath
said that, while she found it upsetting
that the city’s control was taken
away by the state mandate in this
instance, the council measure would
allow the city to exercise what limited control the mandate still allows
cities to have.
“What local control we have left, I
would like to codify as quickly as
possible in the event that someone
does come forward with an application,” Horvath said. “Our job is to
make sure that when state law is
passed, and it must be implemented

WeHo hosts benefit concert
for Ukrainian refugees

The city of West Hollywood is
organizing a fundraiser for refugees
from Ukraine on Sunday, May 22,
from 11-7 p.m. in Plummer Park,
located at 7377 Santa Monica Blvd.
The event will include a silent auction, activities for people of all ages
and a gala concert.
Proceeds from the event will go
to a nonprofit organization helping
refugees from Ukraine in many
parts of the world, including the
United States and Los Angeles. In
addition to fundraising, the event’s
goal is to show solidarity with
Ukraine and connect people to people during s challenging time.
The event will include a silent
auction with items and services
from local businesses and communities. Activities for kids include
performances by Cirque Du Soleil
veteran Dimitri Bogatirev, AgaBoom theatre of physical comedy
and circus arts, and artists Alex
Bistrevsky and Dmitrious. In addition, the Los Angeles Puppet
Theater on Wheels will present
“Goldilocks and the Three Bears.”
Young visitors can also participate

in knitting classes led by the Kids
Knitwork. The children’s zone will
include a basketball shootout, giant
chess and connect games, and soccer darts. The more visitors who
attend, the more awareness, donations and support organizers can
provide to refugees from Ukraine,
organizers said.
The gala concert in the evening
will include performances by
Ukrainian American musician
Siuzanna Iglidan and Ukrainian
singer Mika Newton, who joined
John Legend on the stage at the
Grammy Awards in 2022. There
will also be performances from
Svetlana Portnyansky, Boris
Yudelevich, Ellina Adel, Karina
Doba, Yulia Argo and musicians
Igor Serykh, Jacob Nakhman and
Jacob Konviser. All artists are
donating their time to help raise
funds and awareness about
Ukrainian refugees and ways people
can help them.
For
information,
visit
facebook.com/groups/14241413412
34983. To donate online, visit givebutter.com/WeHoFundraiserMay22.

at the local level, that we do it in the
best way possible to protect our
community and our local control. I
think that’s what is before us, which
is why I’m going to support it.”
Councilman John D’Amico suggested that the city look into potential historical context studies for
some of the units affected, especially
those along Betty Way and
Greenacre Avenue, along with site
planning options for the city. This
idea was supported by the rest of the
council.
“Here we are, and this is state
law,” Councilman John Erickson
said.

photo by Rance Collins

Single-family lots along Greenacre Avenue now have the option to subdivide under California state law SB9.
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150 artists showcased in Beverly Hills show

The city of Beverly Hills will
welcome visitors to the spring Art
Show on Saturday, May 21, and
Sunday, May 22, from 10 a.m.-6
p.m. in Beverly Gardens Park,
along three blocks of Santa Monica
Boulevard between Canon Drive
and Rexford Drive.
The Beverly Hills Art Show is a
free event with 150 artists showcasing works in 11 mediums including
ceramics, digital media, drawing
and printmaking, glass, jewelry,
mixed-media, painting, photography, sculpture and watercolor. All
artists will exhibit and sell their
work, giving attendees an opportunity to acquire one-of-a-kind originals, limited editions and newly
released pieces.
Several artists who placed first in
last year’s art show will return, as
well as 37 new artists. Artist and
California native Christen Austin,
who received first place in painting
in October 2020, will return in this
weekend’s Beverly Hills Art Show.
“It is important to provide
imagery that represents the Black
community in a way that encompasses positivity and relatability,”
Austin said.
Also returning is Joe Polthakorn
Vilaiwan, of Vilaiwan Fine Jewelry,
who is a second-generation jeweler.
In his native Thailand, he developed
an instinct for identifying quality

City event
celebrates
Jewish American
Heritage Month

The city of Los Angeles will host
the sixth annual Jewish American
Heritage Month celebration on
Tuesday, May 24, at noon at
PERCH in downtown Los Angeles.
The event is being sponsored by the
city and Jewish nonprofit, interfaith
and civic leaders.
The celebration, titled “Who
Doesn’t Love a Deli: L.A. Jewish
Deli Stories,” will include artwork
and displays from the Skirball
Cultural Center’s ongoing exhibit,
“I’ll Have What She’s Having: The
Jewish Deli.” Councilmen Paul
Koretz, 5th District, and Bob
Blumenfield, 3rd District, are cochairs for the event.
Delis serve food born of the Jewish
immigration story. New arrivals often
sold food in their new communities.
Combining regional food traditions
from Eastern Europe with local
ingredients resulted in a new
American Jewish food phenomenon.
The “Who Doesn’t Love a Deli: L.A.
Jewish Deli Stories” exhibit honors
that history in Los Angeles.
Community groups sponsoring the
celebration include the Jewish
Federation of Greater Los Angeles,
Jewish Historical Society of Southern
California, Jewish Museum of the
American West, Weitzman National
Museum of American Jewish
History, Project Legacy and the Los
Angeles Civil + Human Rights &
Equity Department.
The event is also a clothing drive
for homeless families, and guests
are encouraged to donate baby and
children’s clothing.
Space is limited and RSVP is
required by May 20. For information,
visit
docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIp
QLSfvHWj-uIyOdn7N3L5vY_
cIhurVI4RyMJUXHkEYkgvZ5t9S
PQ/viewform.

stones and metals.
Another favorite of the Art Show
is photographer Ira Meyer, whose
work is collected worldwide and
has been published in newspapers
and magazines such as National
Geographic, Outdoor Photographer
and the Los Angeles Times, as well
as on the cover of books, greeting
cards and calendars.
Also new to the show is sculptor
Danette Landry. Her art calls for a
constant reconstruction and materialization of one’s self. This force is
represented in her bronze totems.
In addition to art, guests can
enjoy food and beverages from the
food trucks Cousins Maine Lobster,

Pie ‘n Burger, the Deli Doctor,
Paradise Truck and Thai Mex
Cocina. Parking is located along
Santa Monica Boulevard directly
across from the show.
The Beverly Hills Art Show is
produced by the city’s Community
Services Department. Follow
@CommunityLifeBH on social
media to learn about Community
Services Department events, programs, classes and activities. For
the Beverly Hills Art Show, tag
photos with #bhartshow and #bhartsandculture.
For information, call (310)285photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills
6830,
or
visit
beverlyhills.org/artshow.
The Beverly Hills Art Show returns on May 21-22.
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Our prettiest prayers

My sense of history can be a little
spotty, yet we know this much: My
ancestors came to California aboard
the Mayflower in 1620. We were
Dutch fur traders, falconers, wandering minstrels, you know the type.
Some families never evolve much
past the Renaissance. This is us.
My grandpa once owned a gold
mine north of Tahoe. Other than that,
we really haven’t left many marks
on the world – any vainglorious filigrees – though that same grandpa
later developed a novel type of plane
engine that is now in the
Smithsonian.
FYI, nobody can find it. You
know how it goes, you put something away and you forget you have
it? Apparently, that’s what happened with the Smithsonian. “It’s in
a box here somewhere,” they keep
telling us.
Cut to today, as I hold this 1-yearold baby girl, Catty Cakes. Moments
like this make you think of all the
vagaries of life, all the winks and
nods, the sly smiles that led to this
baby being right here right now. If
her mom hadn’t flirted with her dad,
for example. If my wife hadn’t
accepted that rum drink I sent over.
If one evening, a great-great grandpa
said, after a long day of falconing,
“I’m so tired, luv, can we canoodle
in the morn?”
All those vagaries, all that stardust, all that happenstance, really,
that leads to each human life. This
life, the one in my arms, the first
grandbaby in a long lineage of first
grandbabies: Catherine Margaret
Finn.

by
Chris
Erskine
In a single year, she has left a
mark on my heart … her vainglorious filigree.
It was Cakes’ birthday the other
day, and her parents pulled out all
the stops, ordering trays of spam
from the Hawaiian joint and two sets
of balloons, neither of which they
liked so much. It was windy on the
hillside park, and everything twirled
and spun – the balloons, the parents,
their babes.
Cakes invited all her pals, and
they showed up, as 1-year-olds are
prone to do. They smeared cupcakes
on each other, and played in the popup sandbox her daddy made. Laila,
Navy, Beckett, Bullwinkle, Voltaire.
Evidently, we are in a new age of
baby names, and I like them very
much.
These were all COVID babies,
conceived amid a pandemic, born
during a pandemic and now raised in
a world so expensive, so racked with
war and worry, that you have to be
concerned.
Yet, when didn’t we worry for
babies? In the age of cholera, we
worried for them. In the Great
Depression we worried for them.
When hippies started blowing up
science labs, we worried for them.

DINE IN
TAKE-OUT
DELIVERY
$24.95 each
Dinner for 2: $45
served May 26-May 31

When Ross cheated on Rachel, we
worried for them (the big dolt).
Point is, did we ever not worry for
our babies?
For these COVID babies, you
have to think it will all work out. As
always, they are our greatest
prospects, our prettiest prayers.
A financial adviser warned Finn
that by the time his daughter Catty
Cakes turns 18, the price of a single
year at a UC school will be
$113,000, plus room and board. That
could worry you a little. What would
Stanford cost? Your spleen? Your
essence? Your soul?
I hear about tuition debt forgiveness, and I think: “Forget forgiveness, give me tuition control, force
these deans to live within their
means, for what colleges are doing to
the American Dream is nothing short
of immoral.”
But we’ll leave immorality for
another session.
Because everything happens in a
heartbeat, you know … happens in a
hiccup, a baby’s milk-bubble burp.
“One day, in your 40s or 50s, you
will start to think that life is turning
into a long string of small extinctions,” predicted the poet James Silas
Rogers.
photo by Chris Erskine
Not me, Jimmy. Not me at all,
though I get what you’re saying, The birthday girl slathers her arms in frosting. She’s so her mom.
dude – the incremental shifts in
power and prestige, how growing
Somehow, a long family legacy
older erodes your sense of purpose. rial? Yes, probably.
Such a weird world. Such a mag- survives all the extinctions, the hicGrandkids, if nothing else, give us
fresh purpose, as we deal with the nificent world – all on display here cups, the massive challenges.
at a 1-year-old’s birthday bash. The
The future is in a box here somesmall extinctions.
For now though, Cakes has future of all these families – their lin- where, I just know it.
Email
the
columnist
at
slathered her arms in frosting. She’s eage, their pedigree – hangs over
so her mom. Whoa, now she is face- this event, though I’m hesitant to letters@chriserskinela.com. To sign
up for free hikes or monthly
diving in the birthday cake. So her point this out.
Heavy stuff, right? Captivating newsletters,
visit
dad.
chriserskinela.com.
Does this make her Stanford mate- too.

MENU

Maple Brown Sugar
BBQ Ribs
Pineapple Cole Slaw
Corn on the Cob

Open Mon-Fri
7 am-7:30 pm
Sat & Sun 6 am-7:30 pm
Add our Flagberry Pie for Dessert!

6333 W. 3rd St. at the Farmers Market
(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447

Frances@Dupars-psr.com

Order Direct or from
Chow Now • Postmates
DoorDash • Uber Eats

Follow Us!

@duparsfm
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‘Who Are You’ is transcendent experience

By Rance collins

“Who Are You,” the new play presented by the Greenway Arts
Alliance and written and performed
by Shareen Mitchell, is a transcendent, timely experience.
Mitchell bares her heart on the
stage in this one-woman show, using
the intimate space to draw the audience into her real-life story. The autobiographical piece covers a harrowing time in Mitchell’s past when she
had accrued a large amount of debt
and hit a wall in a once-thriving acting career. Stuck in a cycle of
babysitting gigs, Mitchell has a mental break and ultimately rediscovers
her voice in the form of an entirely
new career and industry. Mitchell
presents her story in a way that leans
heavily into spiritual guidance, drawing laughs from her dives into astrology, meditation and other mystical
forms of self-help.
Local residents may know
Mitchell from her store Shareen
Vintage, which thrived in Los
Angeles from 2005-16, starting as a
booth at the Melrose Trading Post.
The creation of the store, as well as
Mitchell’s expansion into outfitting
celebrities like Katie Holmes, are
covered in the play.
“Who Are You” comes at a pertinent time, telling the true tale of a
woman who felt as if she had hit rock
bottom and was desperately in need
of a new start. Coming out of a pandemic that brought unrivaled economic hardship, “Who Are You”
gives hope to anyone who might feel
that circumstances beyond their control have taken away their options for
success.
Mitchell speaks to her connection
to others throughout the piece, as
well, highlighting how approaching
others through empathy can create
opportunity. The play also connects
well with the recent tumultuous fallout from the leak of the Supreme
Court’s Roe v. Wade reversal, with
Mitchell coming up against several
male characters, presumedly either
real-life or proxies for real life people,
that attempt to put her down or curtail
her success.
To call Mitchell’s performance a
tour de force would be an understatement. At one point on the May 13
opening night show, Mitchell briefly
paused as she attempted to recall a
line from the mountains of dialogue
she recites in the show’s nearly 90minute runtime.
“I was having such a good time
with you guys, I lost my place,”
Mitchell said, breaking the fourth
wall but somehow not breaking character. The audience laughed heartily,
showcasing just how deep into the
palm of Mitchell’s hands we were by
that point. Throughout the performance, tears, sniffles and even sobs
could be heard. Mitchell’s eyes often
seemed to be looking right through
us, connecting to our souls as she
found the tissue between her own
experiences and ours.
In many ways, “Who Are You” is
the ultimate L.A. story. There aren’t
many residents who have survived in
the city that can hold claim to having
a single job or career in their years
here. In a place populated by transients and an entertainment industry
that’s always in search of what is fresh
and new, the people who survive in
Los Angeles are people built and
rebuilt in constantly evolving forms.
Since I became an Angeleno
myself, more than a decade ago, I
have been a tour guide, a real estate
leasing consultant, a talent wrangler, a
personal assistant, an executive assistant, a political copywriter, a commercial actor, a Postmates driver and a

brand ambassador, all on the road to
writing for you here, now, in this
paper. And that’s skipping more side
hustles than I can count.
Mitchell’s story, like so many of
ours, is about discovery, rediscovery,
perseverance and that small little
inkling of hope that keeps driving us
forward, believing in ourselves even
when no one else does.
I left the theater feeling emotionally
spent but somehow surged with possibility. That cool, California air
somehow felt a lot clearer, and the
idea that the ever-evasive sense of self
might be found in America’s most
eclectic, disjointed, diverse and overwhelming city was new again.

Mitchell and “Who Are You” are
must-sees.
The direction by Kate Jopson is
stellar, and the show never, at any
point, drags or leaves the audience
looking to their watches. Ashley Ng
accompanies the show on the cello,
helping to pull the thematic elements
together.
“Who Are You” runs through June
19 at the Greenway Court Theatre,
which is located at 544 N. Fairfax
Ave. Shows begin at 8 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday, and 7 p.m. on Sunday.
General admission tickets are $30;
$20 for students and seniors. For
information and tickets, visit greenwaycourttheatre.org/whoareyou.

photo courtesy of the Greenway Arts Alliance

Shareen Mitchell ponders identity in her new introspective play.
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Hollywood Street Art
and Food Block Party

O

n Sunday, May 22, join Arts
Bridging the Gap, Hollywood
PAL, Ovation Hollywood, Wood &
Vine restaurant and Broadway in
Hollywood for a street art festival
and food block party. The familyfriendly event will have live music
and performances and street art to
inspire solidarity, unity and hope for
the future. Local restaurant partners, including Wood+Vine,
L’Antica Pizzeria da Michele,
Gwen, The Breakfast Club,
Fabiolus Cucina, St. Felix, Food &
Bounty and the Dudes’ Brewing
Company will be preparing special
plates from noon to 4 p.m. Food
items are $5 each or $50 for a Tastes
of Hollywood wristband. The wristband is good for one item from each
restaurant and two drink tickets.
The $100 unlimited food ticket
allows visitors to enjoy food from

grilled patty, cheese, S.O.L. sauce,
pickles, white onions, lettuce and
tomato. Guests can also order a beef
patty, Impossible patty or the S.O.L.
Veggie Burger with a house made
chickpea cashew patty, swiss cheese,
avocado, alfalfa sprouts, tomato,
all of the restaurant partners, plus
onion relish and S.O.L. sauce. 8535
two drink tickets, and an event tote
Melrose Ave., (424)313-8136.
with swag and surprises. This interactive event will also display street
art from 2020, a time when Arts
Bridging the Gap collaborated with
Hollywood partners, local artists
and young people from the community to paint the boarded-up winanta Monica’s restaurant named
dows with color, creativity and
after the historic 80 ft. tall
hope. Hundreds of citizens particiMorten
Bay fig tree serves a special
pated in this summer public art
experience. Email info@artsbridg- burger prepared with Muenster
cheese, heirloom tomatoes, gem letingthegap.org for information.
tuce, avocado, crispy onions and
rosemary fries. Located at the
Fairmont Miramar Hotel &
Bungalows, the director of culinary
experience Jason Prendergast locally sources ingredients. The menu
uring National Burger Month also offers a variety of vegetarian,
in May, the sunny culinary vegan and gluten-free options.
hideaway, Strings of Life (S.O.L) is Enjoy with Bulletproof Coffee and
offering a bright outdoor patio ideal organic artisanal teas. Other beverto enjoy a burger foral fresco dining. age items include a selection of
Order a S.O.L burger prepared by refreshing juice, tonics and wellhusband-and-wife chef duo, Monty ness shots for the health conscious.
and Jaci Koludrovic. It comes with a 101 Wilshire Blvd., (310)319-3111.

The Fig burger at
Fairmont Miramar

S

Strings of Life Cafe
burgers

D

photo courtesy of Bread and Butter

Guests can learn about the inspiration behind the “BBQ Cookbook: A
Family Affair in Smoke and Soul” and the best tips to a good BBQ
meal from author Kevin Bludso at The Proud Bird.

Bludso’s BBQ book signing and tasting

I

n celebration of Kevin Bludso’s
BBQ Cookbook: A Family
Affair in Smoke and Soul, Kevin
Bludso and co-author Noah
Galuten have partnered with The
Proud Bird in Los Angeles to host
a special event. From 3 to 6 p.m.
on May 21 watch a cooking demo
and meet-and-greet book signing

inside the Inglewood-based food
bazaar. Guests will learn about the
inspiration behind the cookbook
and the best tips to a good BBQ
meal. There will also be tastes of
Bludso’s delicious brisket. 11022
Aviation Blvd., (310) 670-3093.
Bludso’s is located at 609 N. La
Brea Ave., (323)931-2583.

WEEKENDS WERE MADE
FOR GRILLING
Piedmontese Tomahawk Steak

$18.98/lb.

GRADUATES!
Celebrate your
graduate with
a special
breakfast,
lunch or dinner
on our patio!

With this ad only through 6/26/2022

Griddle At Home!
Pancake Batter

32 oz. - $11.98 • 16 oz. $9.98
+ melted butter & syrup

6333 W. Third St. 323.938.5131
www.marcondas.com
Family Owned in the
Original Farmers Market for 80 Years

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax

(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447
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Nomoo new
American burgers

F

ounder George MontaguBrown, a plant-based food
advocate and restaurateur from the
U.K., is revolutionizing America’s
favorite burgers from the inside out.
The retro-looking diner has a plantbased kitchen to re-create meat and
dairy based favorites. Choose a
plant-based, soy-free, non-GMO
burger with a shake, plus the
Chick’n’ with signature Nomoo
seasoning. Nomoo is giving 10% of
their profits each month to local LA
based non-profits. 7507 Melrose
Ave., (323)433-4990.

CUT Beverly Hills
Heitz Wine Dinner

J

oin Michelin-starred Chef
Wolfgang Puck at CUT at the
Beverly Wilshire, A Four Seasons
Hotel, on Thursday, May 26. The
evening will feature a special fourcourse dinner with Heitz Cellar
wine pairing starting at 6:30 p.m.
Executive chef Drew Rosenberg

has crafted a decadent menu complete with Maine scallops, aged
duck breast and American Wagyu
Beef. Each course is paired with
wines from the historic California
Heitz winery, known for its iconic

and age-worthy single-vineyard
Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon.
This one-of-a-kind dinner and wine
dinner is $495 per person. Call to
make a reservation. 9500 Wilshire
Blvd., (310)276-8500.

Fulfillment Fund raises $640,000
for LA-students at event

On Thursday, May 5, Fulfillment
Fund held Sip & Celebrate, its first
in-person event in three years, at
SoFi Stadium in Inglewood, Calif.
Philanthropists, educational leaders
and community members gathered
to raise $640,000 to provide college
scholarships for Los Angeles area
students from educationally and
economically under-served and
under-resourced communities.
Michaela Pereira, anchor of Good
Day L.A. on KTTV Fox 11, hosted
the event that included honoring the
Gitnick Family for their decadeslong commitment to Fulfillment
Fund and the inaugural presentation
of the Kenny Washington Memorial
Scholarship by the Los Angeles
Rams to 13 students.
“We are grateful we could get
together in person this year to cele-

Thrill-of-the-Grill

brate a lifetime of passion and leadership exemplified by the Gitnick
family, and to continue on with
Fulfillment Fund’s mission of
empowering youth through education,” Fulfillment Fund CEO
Joanne Reyes said. “Over the past
44 years, more than 28,000 students
have benefited from our college
access and success programs.”
Founded in 1977 by the late Dr.
Gary Gitnick and his wife Cherna,
Fulfillment Fund helps Los Angeles
area students find a pathway to college and beyond when it may otherwise not be possible. In the late
1960s, Dr. Gitnick noticed a trend
in Los Angeles that many students
from low-income communities
struggled to graduate from high
school, and those that did had trouble making it to college.

photo by Jill Weinlein

The London West Hollywood is offering afternoon tea from 12:30-4
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

Afternoon Tea at The London in WeHo

T

he London Hotel offers an elegant afternoon tea service with
seatings from 12:30-4 p.m. on
Saturday and Sunday. Live music
will include harpist Margaret
Klemm playing softly as guests
enjoy a new menu by executive
chef Anthony Keene. Select a pot

of Rare Tea Company of London
tea to enjoy with a variety of tea
sandwiches, homemade pastries,
cakes and scones and patrons can
add a flute of Champagne. The
price is $84 per person and reservations on OpenTable are required.
1020 N. San Vicente Blvd.,

ST0P THE PRESSES!
THE LONGSHADOWS
RETURN SATURDAY, MAY 28, 8PM
MARKET TAVERN

DJ Dandy Randy at 7 pm

AT THE TAVERN

MEMORIAL DAY BBQ
H Steaks H Chops
Ribs H Sausages

• Charcoal
• Wood Chips
• Variety of Spices
• Sauces

Farmers Market
3rd & Fairfax

MARKETTAVERNLA.COM

Tuesdays 7pm - Brits in LA Pub Trivia
Hosted by Sandro Monetti
Fri & Sat - 7PM - DJ Dandy Randy
Vinyl Rock N Soul Dance Party
Sundays 7PM - KARAOKE
with host Perry

ROCK & ROLL WEEKENDS!

EB’s FRIDAY NIGHT DANCE
PARTY 7 pm
May 20 : SOUNDHOOSE
90s & NAUGHTIES

At the Original Farmers Market • 6333 W. 3rd St. #350
(323) 938-5383 • huntingtonmeats.com

May 27 : SMACKDADDY
BLUES TRIBUTE
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Jean-Georges Waldorf Astoria debuts new spring menu
Award-winning chef JeanGeorges Vongerichten has introduced a new spring menu at his
namesake restaurant at the Waldorf
Astoria Beverly Hills.
The elegant dining room with
blonde banquettes and warm lighting was filled with Jean-Georges
fans eager to be one of the first to
experience the new spring menu the
evening we dined. Accompanying
Vongerichten side were culinary
director Steve Benjamin and new
executive chef Peleg Miron, preparing a seven-course dinner served
with wine pairings.
A welcome martini was immediately presented garnished with a
ribbon of cucumber. It paired well
with the amuse bouche, a small
gold rimmed glass filled with crispy
potato and an ethereal spinach dip.
On top was fresh uni, caviar, shaved

Serrano chili and micro shiso flowers.
A flute of Perrier Jouet Blanc de
Blancs Champagne was then
served with to cleanse our palate for
the next course.
Chef Jean Georges presented an
artistic glass plate with green waves
with three slices of ahi tuna crusted
with rice cracker crumbs. The
smooth fish and crunchy crackers
were enhanced with a swirl of
Sriracha emulsion and chopped
asparagus on the plate.
Domaine Carneros Tattinger,
Cute de la Pompadour, a Brut Rosé,
was served offering a great balance
of fruity and floral characteristics to
sip with perfectly cooked green
asparagus next to a green swirl of
vegetable stock. Throughout the
evening the chefs spoke about each
course. With the asparagus, they

Bowl announces menu
details for summer season
The Los Angeles Philharmonic
Association announced details of
the menus for the 2022 Hollywood
Bowl Food + Wine season in celebration of the Bowl’s 100th
anniversary milestone. Now into
the seventh year with award-winning chef Suzanne Goin and restaurateur Caroline Styne, Hollywood
Bowl Food + Wine promises
exceptional dining for visitors to
the iconic venue.
Goin and Styne’s culinary history
has defined Los Angeles tastes
since 1998 when they opened
Lucques, their first restaurant. At
the Hollywood Bowl, their
California-inspired
offerings
include three restaurants and three
marketplaces. Additionally, menus
for the Terrace and Garden Boxes,
which can be ordered a day in
advance, are created by four-time
James Beard Foundation awardwinner Goin. Her vibrant new summer dishes pair beautifully with the
exceptional wine and beer programs curated by Styne, the recipient of the James Beard
Foundation’s 2018 Outstanding
Restaurateur of the Year award.
Overseeing the broad range of dining options serving Hollywood
Bowl Food + Wine’s thousands of
nightly guests is executive chef Jeff
Rogers.
Returning for the 2022 season
are the fan-favorites Winemaker
Wednesdays and Sunday Market
Tastings – an eight-week program
of complimentary wine tastings at
the Plaza Marketplace with guest
winemakers, importers, sommeliers and breweries hand-selected
by Caroline Styne. She also introduces a broad selection of vegan
and organic wines this year that
can be discovered in the marketplaces with other new natural
wines on the restaurants’ lists,
including Scribe, Broc Cellars and
Perichor.
Hollywood Bowl Food + Wine’s
many dining options include three
sit-down restaurants, street-food
kiosks, pre-ordered picnic boxes
and a full-service dinner delivered
to your box seat. For private
events, Hollywood Bowl Food +
Wine provides catering at several
locations for groups both large and
small.
Visit hollywoodbowl.com/planyour-visit/food-wine for more
information about the food and
wine experiences available at the
Hollywood Bowl.

photo by Rob Stark

The chicken basque is one boxseat meal option for Hollywood
Bowl Patrons.

By Jill Weinlein
ladled morel mushrooms in a decadent cream sauce on top and it was
one of my favorite courses.
While sipping a taste of Groth
“Estate White” wine offering a nice
round flavor of citrus lime and tropical guava, I learned this Bordeauxinspired wine is a blend of
Sauvignon Blanc and Semillon.
The wine complemented the filet of
sea trout served on a bed of fava
beans. We oohed and aahed when
Chef Benjamin poured a lovely
liquibroth made from preserved
lemon, fennel and parsley on top.
This exquisite dish was served with
a pour of French Trimbach Riesling
Selection de Vielles Vignes, which
offered a beautiful complex and
aromatic citrus flavor, fragrant
white floral notes to the nose and a
fine acidity.
My table all agreed the two fresh
langoustines wrapped in thin buckwheat crepes were superb. Chef
Jean Georges poured Kombu kelp
butter from a small carafe over the
crepes to bring out the lobster flavor. We sipped Neyers Chardonnay

photo by Jill Weinlein

The tender duck at Jean Georges is served with a small carafe of bright
red strawberry and ginger consommé.

from St. Helena with this course. It
was a clean and crisp Chardonnay
with a slightly buttery essence.
Each serving dish was a piece of
art, including the shallow bowl of
slightly charred duck breast with
fine starburst lines of gold and
green. Swiss chard crowned a thick
slice of duck breast that dazzled
even more when chef Peleg poured
and swirled a bright red strawberry
ginger consommé over the duck,
one of the many highlights of this
seasonal dinner.
For dessert, a beautiful daisy
made with white chocolate petals
and a yellow passionfruit center
arrived, with a hidden surprise of
hazelnut praline and caramel inside.

The final wine pairing of a
Hungarian Royal Tokaji Puttonyos
Aszu “Red Label” sweet dessert
wine offered subtle hints of peach,
honey and lemon.
A plate of bite-sized misnardise
were served with coffee at the end
of our meal, and each of us received
a box to take these treats home to
enjoy later.
The seasonal multi-tasting menu
at Jean-Georges Beverly Hills is a
special occasion evening and one to
savor. Served Thursdays through
Saturdays for $185, guests can
order a sommelier wine pairing for
an additional $140, starting at 5:30
p.m. $$$ 9850 Wilshire Blvd.,
(310)860-6700.

CONGRATULATIONS
GRADUATES!

Wear our Merch
& Get 20% Off
your Dine-In
Check!*

We’ve got all the decorations
to make your
Graduation Party
a BIG SUCCESS!

*guests must be
wearing merchandise
to receive discount

Sport Du-par’s Swag

get 20% off your dine-in check!

10% off all merchandise in the store
with this coupon!
discounted merchandise, balloons and balloon delivery excluded

Follow Us!
@duparsfm

In the Original Farmers Market • 3rd & Fairfax
(323) 933-8446 • (323) 933-8447
frances@dupars-psr.com

5969 Melrose Ave.• (corner of Wilcox)
(323)467-7124
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Canter’s booth displays Gary Baseman art
By Rance collins
Gary Baseman is known to audiences the world-over for his contributions to the artistic world, be it
his illustrations for publications like
“Rolling Stone” and “The New
York Times,” his design of the popular board game Cranium or the
animation he did for tv series like
“Teacher’s Pet.” Over the years, his
work has earned him Emmy and
BAFTA awards. Now his sketches
can be viewed at a special booth in
Canter’s, the iconic Jewish deli on
Fairfax Avenue that Baseman has
long-considered to be a fount of
inspiration for his visions.
A Los Angeles native, Baseman
was the son of Holocaust survivors,
and he grew up in the Fairfax
District.
“My mother Naomi worked [at
Canter’s] for 35 years,” Baseman
said. “She was the head bakery
sales lady from about 1965 to 2000.
It holds a special place in my heart
because it was part of my daily life.
I ate the challah every day growing
up. Every morning, my father
dropped my mom off or picked up
my mom from work. If he couldn’t
do it, sometimes I would. When I
moved to NYC to begin my art
career in the 1980s, I would have
my parents FedEx cheese Danishes
to me in Brooklyn. When I started a
Kickstarter to raise funds for my
documentary on my parents, I had
the event in the Kibbutz Room with
Moby DJ-ing. Fairfax was a special
place to grow up in.”
Baseman said that he always carries a sketchbook, drawing almost
every day and everywhere he goes.
For many years, he has worked on
sketches while eating at Canter’s.
Gina Canter, a fourth-generation
member of the Canter family and
the great-granddaughter of restaurant founder Ben Canter, reached
out to Baseman about including his
art in the dining space. Baseman
described Gina Canter as “the next

generation,” pointing out that he
had gone to Fairfax High School
with her father Marc Canter and his
siblings Jackie and Gary.
“I’ve been following Gary and
his drawings on Instagram for
years,” Gina Canter said. “I finally
asked [him] to grab breakfast and
explored the idea of highlighting
each of his drawings that was dedicated to Canter’s specifically. He
has many, but we sat down together
and picked our favorite 16 which
are now displayed in a 4-by-4 grid.
They are all unique and different.
You might recognize your favorite
waitresses in one of them or our
iconic ceiling.”
Baseman said the drawings are
taken from decades of drawing
within the restaurant.
“I’m working in sketchbook No.
154 now, so while the drawings [in]
Canter’s is over a 10-year period
from 2011 to 2021, I have drawings
of Canter’s from decades ago. I
love the challenge of drawing while
I dine. I especially love that every
drawing hanging tells a unique
story. Of all the 16 drawings, all but
one captures the environment of
Canter’s. I usually draw what I see
while I am eating and keeping up a
conversation with friends or family.
Some of the drawings are even my
reinterpreted images of vintage
Canter's art.”
One drawing, in particular, holds
personal meaning for Baseman.
“The day after my mother passed
away, I came to [Canter’s for]
breakfast with my two oldest
friends, lost and numb. I hungered
to go somewhere to feel her presence. I always kid that my claim to
fame is my mom, since she worked
in Canter's bakery. As I sat there, I
just imagined my mom leaving this
Earth. But not as the woman I knew
who was always older. She had me
later in life and my folks always felt
like grandparents. A few hours
before she died, I was going
through the family photo albums

Western-style exhibit opens
at Autry Museum

The exhibition “Dress Codes,” on
view from May 21 through January
8, 2023, at the Autry Museum of the
American West, examines what
people wear, how they wear it, and
why through six enduring icons of
Western style: blue jeans, the plaid
shirt, the fringed leather jacket, the
aloha shirt, the China Poblana dress
and the cowboy boot. Featuring
more than 150 objects, including
apparel drawn primarily from the
Autry’s extensive clothing and tex-

photo courtesy of the Autry Museum of the
American West

Measurements of the clothing
were taken for the new “Dress
Codes” exhibit in order to build 50
custom mannequins.

tile collection as well as art, photography and historical artifacts, this
exhibition excavates the histories
embedded in these key garments
and explores their connections to
ideas of Western identity, tradition,
individual freedom, hybridity and
reinvention.
“Dress Codes threads the stories of
garments from a variety of cultural
origins and trajectories to look at the
ways in which we express ourselves
through how we dress, an experience
we all share,” Stephen Aron, president and CEO of the Autry, said.
“The Autry brings together stories of
all peoples of the American West,
and this exhibition tells stories of
pasts that resonate in the present and
that are deeper, denser and more
exhilarating than any of us assume.”
“What we wear is often deeply
personal and individualistic, but
sometimes fashion is also used to
demonstrate a belonging to a community or to express tradition or
cultural identity,” chief curator at
the Autry Carolyn Brucken said.
Museum admission is $14 for
adults, $10 for students and seniors
60+, $6 for children ages 3–12, and
free for Autry members, veterans,
and children aged 2 and under.
Admission is free on the second
Tuesday of every month. Visit
theautry.org for information.

and found a photo I had never seen
before, even though I had looked
through these books hundreds of
times. I found a photo of her as a
15-year-old girl. She looked so
young, beautiful and alive. I loved
to sit with my parents and show
them old family photos. A few
hours after I saw this photo, she
took her last breath,” Baseman
recalled.
“So when I sat dining at Canter’s,
I drew my mom as a young girl
being lifted to heaven by my little
ChouChou creatures manifested as
angels. When I was leaving
Canter’s, I used the Canter's parking stamp on the drawing to complete it, to document where I drew
it.”
This is the first time that Canter’s
has highlighted a specific artist or
patron in this way.
“I come from an art background,” Gina Canter said. “I have
a B.A. in Fine Art so this was a very
fitting project for me but also a way
to help bring people into the restaurant. The pandemic hasn’t been
easy for Canter’s. Gary’s drawings
bring smiles to people’s faces. It’s
like our own miniature art exhibit.”
She also pointed out how the display is entirely locally-produced.
“This was a very L.A. project.
Each element was done all locally
within a one-mile district. All the
printing was done at Samy’s
Camera on Fairfax and all the framing at Allan Jeffries Framing, which
is also in the neighborhood and has
been around for almost 40 years. It
felt right working with these places,
all things L.A.,” Canter said.

photo courtesy of Gary Baseman

Gary Baseman sits in the booth that now displays much of his artwork at
Canter’s Deli.

Baseman said that he draws
inspiration from the walls of
Canter’s, which holds a unique
place in Los Angeles history.
“[It] represents the history of the
Fairfax District, where I was born
and bred. It hasn't changed, casual
and funky and feels like home. You
can feel in the atmosphere, all who
have dined in the past 70 or so

years… all the Holocaust survivors,
rubbing shoulders with all the rock
‘n rollers, mixed with all the
Hollywood kids and vampires. I
still love the people and ambiance
here. This is where I get my fix of
matzo ball soup, potato knish with
gravy, and always go home with
my favorite chocolate rugelach,”
Baseman said.
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Epstein scholarships awarded to local students
The board of directors for the Los
Angeles
Chapter
of
the
International Society for the
Advancement of Material and
Process Engineering presented the
2022 George and Irene Epstein
Memorial Scholarship awards on
May 10.
The scholarships have been
awarded to Fairfax High School
students for the past 26 years, and
for the past two years, have been
given to students at the Girls
Academic Leadership Academy on
the campus of Los Angeles High
School. The awards are named after
longtime Fairfax District resident
George “The Engineer” Epstein,
who died on March 29, and his late
wife Irene, an ardent supporter of
education who passed away in
1996. They are given to students
planning to pursue careers in the

engineering, science and medical
fields.
Dr. Howard Katzman, senior scientist at the Aerospace Corporation
and education chairman of the Los
Angeles Chapter of SAMPE,
announced the recipients who were
each given $3,000. This year, two
students from GALA were also
selected to receive $2,000 each to
cover the cost of college books.
The scholarship recipients from
Fairfax High School are Cristina
Lee, Izahreen “Izzy” Datu and
Jason Lozada. The students from
GALA receiving scholarships are
Bellamy Ware and Nathalie
Molina. GALA students Savannah
Anderson and Yessenia Martinez
received book awards.
SAMPE presented the scholarships during a Zoom meeting on
May 10 attended by the organiza-

Kids come together for ‘K.A.M.P’
at Hammer Museum
The Hammer Museum hosted its
13th annual K.A.M.P. (Kids Art
Museum Project) on May 15. The
unique fundraising event created by
artists for children and their families raised more than $210,000 in
support of the museum’s free family programming.
More than 500 guests attended the
celebration. Artists, dancers and volunteers led hands-on workshops in the
Hammer Museum courtyard, engaging a new generation of art lovers and
patrons. Participating artists Alex
Anderson, Alfonso Gonzalez Jr., Greg

Ito, Hayv Kahraman, Olivia Mole,
Alex Nazari, Noé Olivas, Hilary
Pecis, Lily Stockman and Marisa
Takal spearheaded projects including
a group mural. Celebrities Kristen
Stewart, Max Greenfield and Ana
Ortiz read from their favorite children’s books and posed for photographs with children.
The Hammer Museum, part of
the School of the Arts and
Architecture at UCLA, is located at
10899 Wilshire Blvd. For information, call (310)443-7000, or visit
hammer.ucla.edu.

photo by Stefanie Keenan/Getty Images for Hammer Museum

Attendees enjoyed activities in the Hammer Museum’s courtyard during
the annual K.A.M.P. (Kids Art Museum Project) event.

BHHS students win swimming
and diving championship
Beverly Hills High School on
May 7 won the CIF Division 4
championship at the Marguerite
Aquatics Complex in Mission
Viejo. Back row, from left, are
coach Ahmad Hosseini, Gabriel
Grafstein (200 medley relay gold),
Luca Miyake (200 free silver, 200
medley relay gold and 400 free
relay gold), Harrison Smith (100

free gold, 500 free gold, 200 medley relay gold and 400 free relay
gold) and Superintendent of
Schools Michael Bregy. Front row,
from left, are Brandon Gabbai (200
medley relay gold), Michael
Egiazarian (400 free relay gold)
and Nathan Cho (50 free gold, 100
backstroke gold, 200 medley relay
gold and 400 free relay gold).

photo courtesy of the Beverly Hills Unified School District

tion’s board and the five scholarship recipients; Nancy Molina,
mother of Nathalie Molina;
Tremaine Ellis, mother of Bellamy
Ware; Elizabeth Wight, Fairfax
Senior High college counselor; Sue
Epstein, daughter of George and
Irene Epstein; and Joan Pelico,
chief of staff for Los Angeles City
Councilman Paul Koretz, 5th
District. Pelico presented a certificate from the City Council that will
be sent to each recipient.
Lee ranks first in her class with a
GPA of 4.656 and plans to attend
Cornell University with a major in
environmental engineering. Datu
has a GPA of 3.771 and plans to
attend University of California, San
Diego, and major in global health.
Lozada has a GPA of 4.207, plans
to attend UCLA majoring in math
of composition, and will pursue a

photo courtesy of SAMPE

The George and Irene Epstein Memorial Scholarship were presented to
students during a Zoom meeting on May 10.

career as a data analyst.
Ware has a GPA of 3.824 and
Molina has a GPA of 4.081. Both plan
to attend California State University,
Los Angeles and major in nursing.
Anderson plans to attend
University of Wisconsin-Madison
with a major in nutritional sciences

and a minor in Japanese, and
Martinez will attend either the
University of California, Santa
Cruz, Riverside or Merced, with a
major in psychology.
For information on the scholarships, email Katzman at katzman1@verizon.net.
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Donation to Otis College pays student debt

Otis College of Art and Design
has received a donation from
KORA Organics CEO Miranda
Kerr and Snap Inc. CEO Evan
Spiegel through the Spiegel Family
Fund that will pay the outstanding
tuition debt of students in the graduating class of 2022. The donation
represents the largest single gift in
the history of Otis College and will
reduce student debt for emerging
artists and designers.
“Otis College is incredibly grateful
for this historic gift from Miranda
Kerr and Evan Spiegel, which will be
life-changing for the class of 2022
and their families,” said Charles
Hirschhorn, president of Otis College
of Art and Design. “Student debt
weighs heavily on our diverse and talented graduates. We hope this donation will provide much-deserved
relief and empower them to pursue
their aspirations and careers, pay this
generosity forward and become the

next leaders of our community.”
“Otis College of Art and Design
is an extraordinary institution that
encourages young creatives to find
their artistic voices and thrive in a
variety of industries and careers,”
said Spiegel and Kerr, founders of
the Spiegel Family Fund, in a statement. “It is a privilege for our family to give back and support the
class of 2022, and we hope this gift
will empower graduates to pursue
their passions, contribute to the
world and inspire humanity for
years to come.”
The donation was announced at
Otis College’s 2022 commencement, which featured three honorary degree recipients including
Spiegel, who took classes at Otis
College as a high school student
prior to enrolling at Stanford
University. Also attending the event
were Kerr and Bobby Berk, design
expert and Emmy-nominated TV

host of “Queer Eye.”
Following the ceremony, graduating students received a letter outlining how the gift will help them
pay back educational loans borrowed during their time at Otis
College, as certified through its
Financial Aid Office. The Spiegel
family donation will also be used to
create the Alternative Loan Debt
Repayment Fund, which the college will use to make charitable
gifts to graduating students with
similar educational loans secured
outside of Otis College.
Since 1918, Otis College has
educated a diverse community of
students in the fields of communication arts, digital media, environmental design, fashion design, fine
arts, product design and toy design.
Otis College of Art and Design is
located at 9045 Lincoln Blvd. in the
Westchester area. For information,
visit otis.edu.

photo courtesy of Al Santamaria

The Pan Pacific All Star Team won the city basketball championship
on April 23. From left are Jackson Majomi-Gorman, Van
Moczydlowski, Alex Floyd, Coltrane Ragsdale, Max Santamaria,
coach Fred Ragsdale, Jayden Garibay and Bronson Berschneider.
Not pictured is John Jones-Boyd.

‘Big Hero 6’ screening celebrates AANHPI Heritage Month Pan Pacific team wins city
The El Capitan Theatre will
bring Disney’s “Big Hero 6” back
to the big screen May 24 and 25 in
celebration of Asian American,
Native Hawaiian and Pacific
Islander Heritage Month.
“Big Hero 6” is an action-packed
comedy adventure that introduces
Baymax, a lovable, personal companion robot, who forms a special
bond with robotics prodigy Hiro
Hamada. When a devastating turn
of events catapults them into the
midst of a dangerous plot unfolding
in the streets of San Fransokyo,

Hiro turns to Baymax and his
diverse group of friends, who transform into a band of unlikely heroes.
The film is rated PG.
Showtimes for Disney’s “Big
Hero 6” on May 24 are 10:00am,
1:00pm and 4:00pm. Showtimes on
May 25 are 10:00am, 1:00pm,
4:00pm and 7:00pm. Showtimes
are subject to change.
Tickets for Disney’s “Big Hero 6”
are $15 for all ages. Tickets are now on
sale at elcapitantickets.com and fandango.com/el-capitan-theatre-aacon/theater-page. All seats are reserved.

Beverly Vista holds FriendRaiser
Beverly Vista Middle School
Principal Dr. Kelly Skon, in collaboration with the BVMS Parent
Teacher Association, on May 12
hosted their inaugural FriendRaiser
to better connect and strengthen
local neighborhood relationships.
Officials from the school, the
Beverly Hills Unified School District
and the city of Beverly Hills were in
attendance, including BHUSD
Board of Education Vice President
Noah Margo, board member
Rachelle Marcus, Superintendent of

Schools Michael Bregy, Councilmen
Lester Friedman and Robert
Wunderlich, Beverly Hills Traffic
and Parking Commissioner Lisa
Schwartz, Beverly Hills Police
Department Sgt. Jesse Perez, school
resource officer Jeffrey Bedinian,
BVMS PTA co-president Nathan
Kruger, district director of athletics
Tim Ellis, assistant superintendent of
business services Wade Roach,
director of public relations Rebecca
Starkins and BVMS assistant principals Richard Waters and Josh Stern.

photo courtesy of the Beverly Hills Unified School District

Rhodes School of Music presents
2022 spring recital

Rhodes School of Music is presenting its spring recital this weekend at MonkSpace. Students of all
ages and levels will perform
music across all genres.
Performers will be playing solos
and duets, and some will be joined
by a live band or accompanist.
There will be 11 one-hour
recitals starting on the hour from
11 a.m.-4 p.m. on May 21 and

May 22, and there will be an adult
recital at 5 p.m. May 22.
The event is free and open to anyone who is interested in hearing live
music or learning more about the
school.
MonkSpace is located at 4414
W. Second St. For questions and
information, call the Rhodes
School of Music at (323)5224888.

basketball championship

photo courtesy of Disney. All rights reserved.

Baymax is the main character in
Disney’s “Big Hero 6.”

The Pan Pacific All Star Team
on April 23 beat the Westwood
Recreation Center for the city of
Los Angeles Championship in
basketball. Approximately 50
teams from across Los Angeles
participated.
The major division is composed
of 11-12 year olds, and all the best
players from each park across the
city form an all-star team to compete.

Pan Pacific defeated Pecan
Park, Yosemite Park, Bellevue
Rec and Silver Lake Park to win
the
Metro
Regional
Championship. The four Metro
Region Champions then faced
each other.
Pan Pacific’s minor division
team, composed of 9-10 year olds,
won their Metro Regional
Championship but fell short in the
city championship game.
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New ‘Doctor Strange’ exploits a tired cliche
n A spoiler-filled break-

down of an old trope
rears its head in the
multiverse

In the 19th century, hysteria was a
diagnosis “used by the male-dominated medical profession to reinforce the notion that females are
emotionally unstable,” Psychology
Today’s Robert Bartholomew
writes. Hysteria has a long gendered
history.
The Hollywood diagnosis for
hysteria is often cringy. Someone,
often a woman, experiences an
uncontrollable episode easily, perhaps comically, ended with a slap.
This kind of slap dates back to the
silent era. It’s such a common trope
that Woody slaps Buzz to snap him
out of his metaphysical hysteria
upon learning he is, in fact, just a
toy.
In horror, hysteria cranks up to
11. Take 1976’s “Carrie.” The title
character (Sissy Spacek) goes
through a change amongst her peers

in a locker, emotionally undone in
the process. Unsure what else to do,
a P.E. teacher slaps Carrie, successfully calming her down.
Hysteria intensifies as her body
evolves even more. She develops
telekinetic powers she can’t control,
at first slaying bullies after a prom
prank before that power undoes her
completely.
Enter Marvel Studios’ latest offering, “Doctor Strange in the
Multiverse of Madness.” Rather
quickly, Wanda Maximoff, or the
Scarlet Witch (Elizabeth Olsen), is
revealed to be the film’s villain, a
shocking revelation considering
what
happened
in
the
“WandaVision” series last year.
“Madness” might make headlines
for portraying a horror-adjacent
story, but its connection to horror
cinema is problematic, namely its
embraces of an age-old trope of the
genre: the hysterical woman.
Her motivations are simple. In
“WandaVision,” she lost control of
her powers, rewriting reality for a
small town, creating two sons in the
process. To correct this, she must
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Dark influences make the Scarlet Witch (Elizabeth Olsen) the villain in
“Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness.”

bid them farewell, but the series
concludes while her darker side, the
Scarlet Witch, reads the dark magic
text the Darkhold in search of a way
to find her children once more.
Come “Madness,” she believes
her children exist somewhere in the
multiverse. All she must do is capture America Chavez (Xochitl
Gomez), who can traverse any
dimension at will. One catch: she
needs to kill America to harness
powers.
While Wanda premieres as a villain in “Avengers: Age of Ultron,”
photo courtesy of Marvel Studios
she never kills. Here, she goes complete scorched earth rather quickly, “Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness” rekindles some tired
dispatching many sorcerers along- analogies with the Scarlet Witch (Elizabeth Olsen).
side Doctor Strange (Benedict
Cumberbatch) protecting America. 2016 with a robot named Delores something stripped from her when
The former Avenger has no trouble (Evan
Rachel
Wood)
in Thanos (Josh Brolin) murdered her
killing any in her path in hopes of “Westworld.” Originally created for partner Vision (Paul Bettany) in
becoming a mother once more.
human pleasure – sex, murder fan- “Avengers: Infinity War.”
Superhero media sure loves exag- tasies and even more heinous things
By design, the hysterical woman
geration. This is the genre that nor- as well – she eventually fights back, must be framed as a villain to some
malized walking around in a com- leading an uprising. All justifiable degree, and that’s easy to see in
pletely star-spangled super suit sans until she takes things too far.
“Madness.” She kills and overtakes
cape, after all. So Wanda is emoEasily the most popular hysteri- the body of her counterpart in
tionally troubled, and superpowers cal woman slowly emerges across another version of Earth. This is
add greater stakes to what might’ve eight seasons of “Game of hardly to the degree of Loki (Tom
been resolved with proper therapy. Thrones.” Daenerys Targaryen Hiddleston) – he led an alien invaEven worse, the root of the word (Emilia Clarke) rises from a power- sion that killed countless humans in
“hysteric” actually dates back to less object of desire to liberator. the first “Avengers” film – who has
ancient Greek, translating to “of the Then she watches her friend exe- since been redeemed in his own
womb” or simply “womb.” So hys- cuted and burns the majority of series. But the evil turn feels tired, a
teria originated in the womb, at least King’s Landing, the desired capital betrayal, following redemption in
once upon a time in a backwards so many seek to rule from, to the her own miniseries.
land. That sits uncomfortably next to ground with her last surviving
Like most hysterical women, she
Wanda’s primary goal: find her kids. dragon. Again, cheap.
must die when someone finally
In the comics, the Scarlet Witch is
Wanda shares the most in com- slaps her back into reality in the
one of many female characters mon with her, though the hysterical form of a showdown against
unable to balance emotions and woman frequently displays a cen- America. Mind you, Wanda isn’t
incredible powers. The loss of her tral characteristic: righteous rage. dead. She redeems herself, destroys
children actually results in most of Delores and Daenerys are right in the Darkhold and all others across
the world’s mutants losing their spe- their cause, wrong in how they the multiverse.
cial abilities (she was really mad at reach it. Wanda presents the probShe’ll be back – the Darkhold
her dad, Magneto, at the time).
lem to Stephen Strange early on. blamed for her choices – but
“WandaVision” seemed to She breaks the rules and is feared, “Doctor Strange in the Multiverse
reimagine the character’s print his- while he does the same to great of Madness” thematically requires
tory, while “Madness” takes a short- praise. “That doesn’t seem fair,” she her sacrifice. The implication is
cut to up the film’s stakes and pre- concludes.
quite frustrating: she’s punished for
sent a villain audiences will invest
She’s right. Strange manipulated her trauma, her abnormality. Her
in. Regardless of why, the outcome reality in “Spider-Man: No Way powers are too great, and she can’t
is cheap. It often is.
Home” so some kids undone by control them. Perhaps Hollywood
HBO has a couple contemporary Spidey’s unmasking can enjoy pri- enjoys exploiting women’s suffervariants. The first one arrived in vate lives once more. Wanda wants ing too much.

Gandelsman presents ‘This is America’ works at Wallis

Grammy Award-winning violinist
and
producer
Johnny
Gandelsman will present eight
works, including two world premieres, from his latest solo project,
“This Is America,” a major commissioning and recording project
featuring more than 20 new works
for solo violin composed by
American and U.S.-based artists
ranging in gender, ethnic backgrounds and age, on Thursday, May
19, 8 p.m., at the Wallis Annenberg
Center for the Performing Arts.
Commissioned by 20 presenters in
11 states and Washington D.C.,
“This is America” celebrates
America’s rich cultural tapestry and
its myriad perspectives, thoughts
and ideas, offering a vivid counterpoint to the idea that the country
can be understood through a singular, dominant point of view. Each
composition in the anthology
reflects upon the current state of
American society in a personal and
intimate way, looking through an
unflinching lens at such universal
topics as separation, loneliness,
hope and love. For his Wallis

engagement, Gandelsman presents
the world premieres of Aeryn
Santillan’s “withdraw,” commissioned by The Wallis, and Kojiro
Umezaka’s “Breath.” Gandelsman
will also be featured on Akshaya
Avril Tucker’s “Pallavi - a
Meditation on Care”; Tomeka
Reid’s
“Rhapsody”;
Justin
Messina’s “Music For Solitude”;
Ebun Oguntola’s “Reflections; A
City Upon a Hill?” by Rhea Fowler
and Micaela Tobin; and Rhiannon
Giddens’ “New To The Session.”
“As we live through a time of disruption and disconnection, with
COVID-19, the somewhat recent
US election, deep polarization,
entrenched systemic racism and
police brutality, it is clear that the
years 2020 and 2021 will be seared
in our collective memories for a
long time,” Gandelsman said.
“‘This is America’ was conceived
in response to that turbulent period
in history.”
Tickets, $60, are on sale now.
The Wallis Annenberg Center for
the Performing Arts is located at
9390 N. Santa Monica Blvd. To

Rainy
Season
is here!
Call Now!

Full Serivce Residential and
Commercial Roofer
photo courtesy of the Wallis Annenberg Center
for the Performing Arts

Johnny Gandelsman is presenting
new works for “This is America” on
May 19.

purchase tickets and for more information, please call (310) 746-4000
or thewallis.org/quartet.

Locally owned & operated since 1925.
• Leak specialist • Senior Discounts
• Free estimates

1015 N. Gower St. • Hollywood
(323)469-2981
www.supremerooﬁng.com
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Bowl releases book, vinyls and
podcast to honor 100th season

The Los Angeles Philharmonic
will release “Hollywood Bowl: The
First 100 Years,” a new book, vinyl
box set and podcast series celebrating the 100th season of the iconic
venue, on Friday, June 3, to coincide with the opening night of the
2022 season. The commemorative
collection preserves and pays tribute to some of the most notable and
cherished moments and performances from the Hollywood
Bowl’s storied history.
“Over the past 100 years, the
Hollywood Bowl has been home to
some of the greatest memories in
the performing arts,” said Chad
Smith, LA Phil chief executive offi-

cer and David C. Bohnett chief
executive officer chair Chad Smith.
“Some of these moments are perfectly captured in a photograph,
others in a recording and some need
to be told firsthand. To best celebrate the centennial, we knew we
needed to produce a book, a collection of recordings and a podcast
series to honor our history and commend the diverse range of artists
who have performed on this iconic
stage.”
“Hollywood Bowl: The First 100
Years,” written by Derek Traub and
edited by Julia Ward and Robin
Rauzi, features more than 300
image-filled pages comprised of 10

photo courtesy of the LA Phil

A new book covering the history of the Hollywood Bowl has been written
by Derek Traub.

thematic chapters drawing on firsthand accounts and rarely seen photographs to reveal what makes the
Hollywood Bowl an unparalleled
performance space.
Especially noteworthy are the
story of Princess Tsianina, a
Cree/Cherokee soprano, and the
Inter-Tribal Festival; the remarkable
legacy of the Bowl’s most popular
and enduring singing star, Ella
Fitzgerald, who holds the rare distinction of having sold out the venue
across five decades, from the 1950s
through the 1990s; a behind-thescenes look at film music at the
Bowl and the first live performance
of John Williams’ film score to Star
Wars; and significant moments in
Los Angeles history, such as the
anti-nuclear “Survival Sunday,” the
first political movement to make the
Bowl an annual tradition in the late
1970s and early 1980s, and the
AIDS benefit and Star-Spangled
Night for Rights.
In addition to the book, the vinyl
box set “Hollywood Bowl 100: The
First 100 Years of Music” will be
available, containing seven LPs
consisting of more than 50 live performance recordings from 1928–
2021. The collection contains selections from the classical, pop, rock,
film, jazz, Broadway and American
Songbook genres, with some of the
performances being released for the
first time. Featured artists include
Billie Holliday (1955), Donna
Summer (2008), The Doors (1968),
Victor Young and Fred Astaire
(1937), the Hollywood Bowl
Orchestra (1999) and the Los
Angeles Philharmonic under the
direction of Gustavo Dudamel

photo courtesy of the LA Phil

The Hollywood Bowl is pictured circa 1953 when the space had reflecting pool fountains.

(2016).
The coffee table-style book and
box set will be available for purchase starting opening night, June
3, at laphil.com and at the LA Phil
and Bowl stores. The box set is
available for pre-order at laphilstore.com. Full artist and track listing, along with a selection of audio
samples, is available at hollywoodbowl.com/vinyl.
“The First 100 Years” also will
include a 10-episode podcast series.
Each episode tells a story ranging
from 1922 to today about the
Hollywood Bowl in relation to a
specific location at the Hollywood
Bowl’s 88-acre campus, from
Highland Avenue to the back
benches. Written and hosted by

Traub, the podcast shares neverbefore-told and long-since-forgotten stories drawn from dozens of
oral history interviews and thousands of documents from the
Bowl’s archive and historical collections across Southern California.
Each short episode, which will be
approximately 7–10 minutes, can
be accessed for free via podcast
platforms or online at hollywoodbowl.com/first100years beginning
June 3. Historical photos from the
LA Phil’s archive will accompany
each episode online. Listen in-person at the Bowl to enjoy the series
as a self-guided audio walking tour.
For information about the
Hollywood Bowl visit hollywoodbowl.com

‘Come From Away’ returns to the Ahmanson
“Come From Away,” a Broadway
musical about the true story of the
small town that welcomed the
world, will return to Los Angeles at
Center Theatre Group / Ahmanson
Theatre for a limited engagement
May 31 through June 12.
The touring production of “Come
From Away” stars Marika Aubrey
(Lincoln Center’s “South Pacific”),
Kevin
Carolan
(Disney’s
“Newsies”), Harter Clingman
(“Peter and The Starcatcher”), Nick
Duckart (“In the Heights”),
Chamblee Ferguson, Christine Toy
Johnson (“The Music Man”), Julie
Johnson (“Memphis”), James Earl
Jones II (The Gershwin’s “Porgy
and
Bess”),
Julia
Knitel
(“Beautiful”), Sharone Sayegh
(“The Band’s Visit”), Danielle K.
Thomas, Jeremy Woodard, Jenny
Ashman, Jane Bunting, Amelia
Cormack, Aaron Michael Ray,
Kilty Reidy and Brandon
Springman.
“Come From Away” features a
book, music and lyrics by Olivier,

Drama Desk and Outer Critics
Circle Award winners and Grammy
and two-time Tony Award nominees Irene Sankoff and David Hein,
direction by Tony Award winner
and Outer Critics Circle Award
winner Christopher Ashley, musical
staging by Olivier Award winner
and two-time Tony Award nominee
Kelly Devine and music supervision by Olivier Award winner and
Grammy Award nominee Ian
Eisendrath.
“Come From Away” features
scenic design by Tony Award winner Beowulf Boritt, costume design
by Tony Award nominee ToniLeslie James, lighting design by
two-time Tony Award winner
Howell Binkley, sound design by
Olivier and Outer Critics Circle
Award winner and Tony Award
nominee Gareth Owen, orchestrations by Olivier Award winner and
Grammy and Tony Award nominee
August Eriksmoen and music
arrangements by Olivier Award
winner and Grammy Award nomi-

nee Ian Eisendrath and casting by
Telsey + Company.
“Come From Away” tells the
remarkable true story of 7,000
stranded passengers and the small
town in Newfoundland that welcomed them. Cultures clashed and
nerves ran high, but uneasiness
turned into trust, music soared into
the night and gratitude grew into
enduring friendships.
Tickets “Come From Away” start
at $40 and are available through
centertheatregroup.org, audience
photo by Matthew Murphy
services at (213) 972-4400 or inMarika
Aubrey
and
the
“Come
From
Away”
company
will perform at the
person at the Center Theatre Group
box offices (at the Ahmanson Ahmanson from May 31 to June 12.
Theatre) at The Music Center, 135
N. Grand Avenue in Downtown
L.A. 90012. Performances run
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Tuesday through Friday at 8 p.m.,
Saturday at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m., and
Sunday at 1 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
For information and COVIDsafety protocols visit centertheatregroup.org/safety. For information
about “Come From Away” visit
comefromaway.com.

Sharona Narzarian WHY... ???

Cinespia announces summer movie schedule

Cinespia, the Los Angeles cinematic experience presented by
Amazon Studios, is returning for its
21st season at the iconic Hollywood
Forever
Cemetery
starting
Memorial Day weekend, kicking
off a jam-packed summer of programming with “Mean Girls” (May
28), “Back to the Future” (May 29),
“Twilight” (June 3) and “American
Psycho” (June 4).
“We’re beyond excited to be back
at Hollywood Forever and kick off
our 21st season over Memorial Day
Weekend with two screenings,”
Cinespia founder John Wyatt said.
“We’re looking forward to seeing
our patrons this summer under the
stars celebrating cinema at some of

photo courtesy of Cinespia

“Twilight” will screen at Hollywood Forever Cemetery on June 3.

LA’s most iconic venues,” Cinespia
creative director Alia Penner said.
The beer and wine bar and concession stands are returning along with
the free photobooth that will feature

dreamy scenes inspired by your
favorite films. Cinespia DJs will spin
onsite before and after the films.
For more information or to purchase tickets, visit cinespia.org.

#1. Why did the Beverly Hills Police
Department Not Endorse You?
You have supported
our Police for years,
served on the
Chief’s Advisory Board .
Why did they chose NOT
to endorse you?
PAID FOR BY ILONA SHERMAN
BEVERLY HILLS
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P O L I C E B LOT T E R

tim in the 7100 block of Santa
Monica at 3:08 p.m.
At 5 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
900 block of N. Larrabee.

The following crimes occurred in West Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the
areas patrolled by the LAPD’s Wilshire and Hollywood divisions between
May 8 and May 14. The information was compiled from
crimemapping.com. To report a crime, call local law enforcement agencies:
Los Angeles Police Department, Wilshire Division (213)473-0476, Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s Department West Hollywood Station (310)8558850, and the Beverly Hills Police Department (310)550-4951.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 9000 block of
Beverly at 5:23 p.m.

Beverly Hills Police
Department

An unknown suspect committed a
residential burglary in the 100
block of S. Reeves at 9:17 p.m.

An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1000 block of
N. Sweetzer at 7 p.m.

May 8

At 11:38 p.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim in the 100
block of N. Gale.

At 4:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a residential burglary in
the 500 bock of N. Sierra.

May 9

West Hollywood
Sheriff’s Station

At 5:45 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
500 block of N. Huntley.

At 8:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked near
the corner of Santa Monica and
Spaulding.

May 12

At 1:40 a.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 1900 block
of Vista Del Mar.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 6600 block of
Hollywood at 2:10 a.m.
At 8:50 a.m., an unknown suspect
assaulted a victim near the corner
of Beverly and Hayworth.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Seward
and Santa Monica at 9:30 a.m.
At 11 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 7500
block of Melrose.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 600 block of Third at
3:45 p.m.
At 5:40 p.m., an unknown suspect
robbed a victim in the 6400 block
of Sunset.

A suspect was arrested on suspicion of driving under the influence
of alcohol or drugs near the corner
of Santa Monica and Walden at
12:51 a.m.

May 8

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 8400 block of
Sunset at 9 a.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 8800 block of Sunset at
1 a.m.

At 10 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 7800
block of Santa Monica.

May 9

At 1:57 a.m., a suspect was arrested on suspicion of driving under
the influence of alcohol or drugs
near the corner of Wilshire and
Santa Monica.

At 1:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 8900
block of Santa Monica.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 7100 block of
Santa Monica at 4:10 p.m.

At 12:30 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a burglary in the
5100 block of Wilshire.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 8800 block of
Santa Monica at 2:15 a.m.

At 9:45 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
8700 block of Sunset.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 100 block of N.
Hayworth at 1 a.m.

At noon, an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked in the
800 block of N. Palm.

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 7300 block of
Santa Monica at 11:41 p.m.

At 7:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 1700
block of N. Ivar.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 8200 block of Santa
Monica at noon.

May 13

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 6100 block of
Hollywood at 8 a.m.

An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 300 block of S.
Elm at 8 a.m.
At 9 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the 100
block of N. Crescent.
An unknown suspect committed a
residential burglary in the 400
block of S. Swall at 9:30 a.m.

May 10

At 12:30 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a grand theft in the
8800 block of Santa Monica.

At 12:48 a.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
in the 400 block of Beverly.

An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 8800 block of
Santa Monica at midnight.

An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 9000 block of Burton
at 6 a.m.

May 9

At 11:05 a.m., a vandalism incident was reported in the 9200
block of Olympic.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 9400 block of
Brighton at 4:40 p.m.
At 7:30 p.m., a vandalism incident
was reported in the 200 block of S.
Tower.

May 11
An unknown suspect committed a
commercial burglary in the 9900
block of Santa Monica at 6:10 p.m.
At 6:42 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the 300
block of N. Rodeo.

May 12
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim near the corner of Clifton
and Rexford at 10:32 a.m.
At 5:44 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 200
block of N. Rodeo.

May 13
An unknown suspect committed a
residential burglary in the 500
bock of N. Sierra at 10:03 a.m.
At 11:14 p.m., an unknown suspect burglarized a vehicle parked
in the 9000 block of Burton.

May 14
At 12:26 a.m., a suspect was
arrested on suspicion of driving
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs near the corner of Olympic
and Rexford.

At 2 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft near the
corner of La Cienega and Santa
Monica.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 7000 block of Santa
Monica at 12:35 p.m.
At 2:15 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
8700 block of Sunset.
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 7100 block of
Santa Monica at 6:54 p.m.

May 10
At 1:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
9200 bloc of Sunset.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 8800 block of Santa
Monica at 2 a.m.
At 12:30 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a grand theft in the
8900 block of Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 9200 block of
Sunset at midnight.

May 11
At 1:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
9200 block of Sunset.
A suspect assaulted a victim during a domestic violence incident in
the 1400 block of N. Fairfax at 4
a.m.
At 3 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
8600 block of Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect robbed a vic-

At 5:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
800 block of N. Hammond.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1000 block of
N. Fairfax at 11:45 a.m.
At 4:47 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 8200
block of Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect burglarized a
vehicle parked in the 1000 block of
N. Fuller at 5 p.m.
At 9:17 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
500 block of N. La Cienega.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 600 block of N.
Doheny at 9:30 p.m.
At 11:45 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a petty theft in the
7300 block of Santa Monica.

May 14
At 12:01 a.m., an unknown suspect committed a grand theft in the
8800 block of Santa Monica.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 500 block of
Robertson at 12:57 a.m.
At 1 a.m., a suspect assaulted a
victim during a domestic violence
incident in the 1200 block of Horn.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 8800 block of
Santa Monica at 1:55 a.m.
At 12:30 p.m., an unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 8800
block of Sunset.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 9200 block of Sunset
at 8:45 p.m.

Los Angeles Police
Department
May 8
An unknown suspect committed a
petty theft in the 600 block of N.
Formosa at 1:30 a.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 6300 block of Sunset at
5:50 p.m.

At 8:30 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a burglary in the 1300
block of N. Orange.
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 100 block of N.
Larchmont at 3:10 p.m.
At 3:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 7200
block of Melrose.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 8300 block of
Melrose at 6 p.m.

May 10
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 7200 block of
Willoughby at 12:01 a.m.
At 2:11 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 100
block of S. La Peer.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 100 block of S.
La Peer at 2:30 a.m.
At 7:45 a.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 400
block of Hauser.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 300 block of
Westminster at 7 p.m.
At 10 p.m., an unknown suspect
burglarized a vehicle parked in the
1300 block of N. Poinsettia.
An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 1700 block of N.
McCadden at 10 p.m.
At 10:50 p.m., an unknown suspect committed a burglary in the
200 block of N. Larchmont.

May 11
An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 1700 block of N. Orchid
at 2 a.m.
At 5 a.m., an unknown suspect
stole a vehicle parked in the 5900
block of Orange.
An unknown suspect committed a
grand theft in the 5600 block of
Wilshire at 2:43 p.m.
At 4 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a petty theft in the 5800
block of Sunset.
An unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the 6700 block of
Franklin at 10:30 p.m.
At 11:30 p.m., an unknown suspect stole a vehicle parked in the
900 block of N. Wilton.
An unknown suspect assaulted a
victim in the 800 block of N.
Hayworth at 11:35 p.m.

May 12

At 6:30 p.m., an unknown suspect
committed a grand theft in the
8500 block of Beverly.

An unknown suspect committed a
burglary in the 1300 block of N.
Vine at 12:05 a.m.

An unknown suspect robbed a victim in the 6900 block of Hollywood
at 7 p.m.

At 12:58 a.m., an unknown suspect assaulted a victim near the
corner of Hollywood and Whitley.

PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Sharona Narzarian WHY... ???
#2. Why Do the Voters Hear YES and
NO on your Support of Gascon...???
An Email dated
April 7, 2022 to Dorothy Reik,
President, Progressive Democrats of
Santa Monica Mountains, states
“to confirm, in her interview for the
LA County Democratic Party
Endorsement, Sharona Nazarian made
clear she did NOT support the recall
of DA George Gascon.”
PAID FOR BY ILONA SHERMAN
BEVERLY HILLS
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The Broad announces programs in
conjunction with new exhibitions

The Broad Museum will present
programs throughout May and June
in association with its exhibits
“Takashi Murakami: Stepping on
the Tail of a Rainbow” and “This Is
Not America’s Flag,” which will be
on view from May 21 through
September 25.
In advance of the opening of
“Takashi Murakami: Stepping on
the Tail of a Rainbow,” The Broad
will present the Un-Private
Collection conversation between
visual artist Takashi Murakami and
co-founder of RTFKT Studios
Benoit Pagotto, moderated by The
Broad’s Curator and Publications
Manager Ed Schad. This conversation will explore Murakami’s interest in the possibilities of the metaverse and the potential for transcendent, spiritual, or healing experiences through it. The conversation
will be held on Thursday, May 19,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Aratani theatre. A
livestream of the event will be
available at youtube.com/watch?
v=EvS3mzrGqbA.
A conversation with Etsuko

Price, who with her husband Joe,
amassed an unparalleled collection
of traditional Japanese art focused
on the Edo-period, along with artist
Murakami will explore how traditional Japanese painting has influenced and inspired Murakami’s
creative practice. This dialogue,
moderated by Yuko Kaifu,
President of JAPAN HOUSE Los
Angeles, will also offer a window
into the long-held friendship
Murakami and the Prices have
developed over their passion for
traditional Japanese art. The conversation will be in both English
and Japanese and will be followed
by a Q&A and reception. It will be
held at the JAPAN House Salon,
Level 5, on Friday, May 20, at 4:30
p.m. A livestream will be available
at
youtube.com/watch?
v=Bl5gfKvIMRU.
The Broad’s Curator and
Exhibitions Manager Sarah Loyer
will moderate a conversation
among exhibiting artists Wendy
Red Star, Stephanie Syjuco, and
Tony de los Reyes on May 22 at 2

p.m. Taking up key themes in the
exhibition, panelists will discuss
their use of the United States flag in
their artworks and the flag as a symbol of individual and national identity. A livestream will be available at
youtube.com/watch?v=rYo4ocMrB
ts.
A theatrical presentation of
“Houses of Zodiac” will also be
held on Saturday, June 4, at 8:30
p.m. and Sunday, June 5, at 2p.m. at
the Zipper Hall in Colburn School.
The presentation will be held in
conjunction with the “Takashi
Murakami: Stepping on the Tail of a
Rainbow” exhibition. This collaboration between composer Paola
Prestini, cellist Jeffrey Zeigler,
Sankai Juku dancer Dai Matsuoka,
New York City Ballet dancer
Georgina Pazcoguin and filmmaker
Murat Eyuboglu explores the intersection of mind, body and nature.
“Houses of Zodiac” is a series of
live cello solos and dance, with lush
filmic visuals and poetic interludes
by Pablo Neruda, Anaïs Nin,
Brenda Shaughnessy and Natasha
Tretheway underscored by Zeigler
along with musicians such as Nels
Cline and Tanya Tagaq.
Tickets for all events can be purchased thebroad.org/events.

‘The Bob’s Burger Movie’ opens at El Capitan

Hollywood’s El Capitan Theatre
is offering a special opening night
fan event for 20th Century Studios’
“The Bob’s Burger Movie” on May
26. All tickets will include two
Hard Rock Cafe Burger Sliders,
“The Bob’s Burgers Movie” trucker
hat, a 20-ounce bottled beverage,
credential and lanyard. All tickets
for “The Bob’s Burger Movie” are
on sale now.
“The Bob’s Burgers Movie” is an
animated, big-screen, musical come-

dy-mystery-adventure based on the
long-running Emmy-winning series.
The story begins when a ruptured
water main creates an enormous
sinkhole right in front of Bob’s
Burgers, blocking the entrance
indefinitely and ruining the
Belchers’ plans for a successful summer. While Bob and Linda struggle
to keep the business afloat, the kids
try to solve a mystery that could save
their family’s restaurant. As the dangers mount, these underdogs help

photo courtesy of 20th Century Studios. All rights reserved.

“The Bob’s Burger Movie” will play at the El Capitan Theatre in
Hollywood May 27-June 1.

each other find hope and fight to get
back behind the counter, where they
belong. The film is rated PG-13.
Daily showtimes for 20th
Century Studios’ “The Bob’s
Burger Movie” May 27-June 1 are
10:00am, 1:00pm and 4:00pm,
7:00pm and 9:55pm. Showtimes
are subject to change.
Guests are invited to take a photo
at the burger cart and burger cut-out
photo op.
The Movie and a Meal program
has returned to The El Capitan
Theatre and Hard Rock Café
Hollywood. Each ticket is $50 and
includes one reserved ticket, meal,
dessert and non-alcoholic beverage.
Tickets are available by calling
1(800)Disney-6.
General admission tickets for
20th Century Studios’ “The Bob’s
Burger Movie” are $20 for adults
and $17 for children and seniors.
Tickets are now on sale at elcapitantickets.com and fandango.com/
el-capitan-theatre-aacon/theaterpage. All seats are reserved.

Hudson Theatre presents ‘Afterglow’

Midnight Theatricals has opened
the west coast premiere of
“Afterglow,” written and directed
by S. Asher Gelman, which will
perform at the Hudson Theatre

through Saturday, June 19.
“Afterglow” is a raw, one-act
play exploring the emotional, intellectual and physical connections
between three men and the broader

photo courtesy of Midnight Theatricals

“Afterglow” deals with a married couple as they explore an open relationship.

implications within their relationships. When Josh and Alex, a married couple in an open relationship,
invite Darius to share their bed one
night, a new intimate connection
begins to form and all three men
must come to terms with their individual definitions of love, loyalty
and trust as futures are questioned,
relationships are shaken and commitments are challenged.
The play was written and
directed by S. Asher Gelman,
and ran off-Broadway in New
York City at the Davenport
Theater for 14 months. The cast
includes Noah Bridgestock,
James Hayden Rodriguez and
Nathan Mohebbi.
Performances are Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and
Sundays at 7 p.m. Tickets are $45
for general admission and $65 for
premium reserved admission,
which includes a concessions item
and a souvenir program. The
Hudson Theatre is located at 6539
Santa Monica Blvd.
For tickets and information visit
afterglowla.com.

New LGBTQ mural unveiled
at WeHo City Hall

The city of West Hollywood is
debuting a new mural at West
Hollywood City Hall on its eastfacing exterior wall facing N.
Sweetzer Avenue. The mural celebrates LGBTQ Pride and is
installed as part of the city’s
WeHo Pride LGBTQ Arts Festival
in conjunction with the City of
West Hollywood’s annual Pride
celebration.
“Our Pride” by artist LaToya D.
Peoples features four hands to
symbolize aspects of LGBTQ
equality and activism. The first
hand is in a rising fist shape, symbolizing the fight against oppression throughout history. Next, a
painter’s hand, symbolizing
LGBTQ creativity and openness as
a community. A hand holding a
sunflower comes next, as a symbol
for self-love and seeking light. And
finally, a hand in a classic peace
sign. The background color is a
gradient bright blue sky, symbolic
of the progress the LGBTQ community has made and will continue
to make. Each hand is painted as a
realistic representation of the
diverse people of our communities.
Peoples is a BIPOC, queer,
multidisciplinary artist, educator
and entrepreneur working in the

realms of visual art, public/community arts and design. Her work
focuses on figuration, natural elements, color and pattern, as a way
of exploring identity and history.
She carries these themes over to
her mural and sculptural installation work, creating transformative
pieces guided by youth and community engagement. Her commissioned works live in the collections of University Maryland
Medical Center, Denver Urban
Arts & Venues, Baltimore Office
of Promotion and Arts and
Baltimore Department of Parks
and Recreation.
Peoples has also worked as an
educator and coordinator for visual
arts
programming
in
Pennsylvania and Maryland. She
has served youth and adults
through teaching partnerships
with the Baltimore City Public
School System, National Museum
of Ceramic Art, Arts Everyday,
Jubilee Arts Center, Enoch Pratt
Free Library and the McDonogh
School.
“Our Pride” will be on display
through Sunday, April 30, 2023 at
West Hollywood City Hall, located at 8300 Santa Monica
Boulevard.

photo by Rance Collins

“Our Pride” is now on display at the West Hollywood City Hall.
PAID POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Sharona Narzarian WHY... ???
#3. You Claim You Support our
Schools?
But ...
As a Human Relations Commissioner,
You voted Against
the “BULLY VIDEO Competition”
sponsored by the Human Relation
Commission and designed to foster
awareness of how damaging Bullying
is to more vulnerable Children.
The Program won Awards and received
National Attention.

WHY DID YOU NOT SUPPORT IT???
PAID FOR BY ILONA SHERMAN
BEVERLY HILLS
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COMPUTER

The

Disc Doc

Computer Problems?

I CAN HELP!

• Troubleshooting
• Lessons
• Purchase Consultation
• Phone Support

Joel Rothman

323.240.5112

TheDiskDoc@mac.com
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BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
HARDWARE

INCOME TAX

ALL YEAR
INCOME TAX

SCREENS • DOORS
HARDWARE

SALES & INSTALLATIONS
7769 SANTA MONICA BL.

WEST HOLLYWOOD

(323)248-0840
www.tashmans.com
Since 1961

Family Owned & Operated

Professional Tax Return
Preparation
10% DISCOUNT FOR
NEW CLIENTS
5967 W. Third St. Suite #201
Los Angeles, CA 90036

Phone (323)937-3848
FAX (323)937-9970

Across street from Park Labrea
email:allyearservices@yahoo.com

UPHOLSTERY

WEBSITE DESIGN

ALAKAZAM

UPHOLSTERY & DRAPERY
le
Affordab
s
Price

Commercial & Residential
Every Style:
Sofas, Chairs, Slipcovers
Replace Feather Proof Lining
Broad Selection of Fabrics,
Draperies & Roman Shades
HIGHEST QUALITY
WORKMANSHIP
Call Rosie for FREE Estimate
310-491-8409
West Hollywood

mackeycreativelab.com
info@mackeycreativelab.com

DOG WALKER
COOPER K-9
DOG WALKER

Get the Beverly Press Every Thursday!

• Leash Manner Training
• Socialization, Structure,
Exercise
• Insured, Certified
AKC Good Citizen Trainer

We hope you’ve enjoyed receiving the Beverly Press for the past few weeks
with our saturation program.

To guarantee continued delivery, subscribe NOW!

323.393.5238

2

latty@cooperk-9.com
Google: Latty Cooper
as seen on YouTube!

1. Sign up for an annual mail subscription for $75 per year.

HANDYMAN

Go to https://beverlypress.com/register/

HONEST HANDYMAN
DOES IT ALL

2. Or Receive the Beverly Press with your
Los Angeles Times subscription.

Serving the Westside for 32 years

Go to www.latimes.com/getoffer
Enter code 9003

• Plumbing • Electrical
• Roofing • Tile • Flooring
• Painting • A/C Repair
Carpentry • Drywall
• Windows • Decks
• Kitchen & Bath Specialist

Subscribe now & receive a complimentary copy of
“Our People Our Places” magazine!

FORT CONSTRUCTION
General Contractors
Call Manny

(310)729-9612
(424)284-3314

Lic#465817 Bonded • Insured

fortconstructionla.com

HANDYMAN WANTED
Reliable handyman,
4-unit buidling.
Beverly-Fairfax area.
References.
Leave message and
repeat. Kay.
(818)347-9317

WE PUBLISH
LEGAL NOTICES!
Send inquiries to
karen@beverlypress.com

Advertise and reach
thousands of readers
at BeverlyPress.com
for only $8/M
impressions.

Ways to subscribe

Crossword Puzzle by Myles Mellor
Across

1. Like some airports, abbr.
5. Wind instrument
9. Wild cats
14. Red Cross inventories
15. Brush carelessly
16. Newspaper section
17. No angel
18. Close to correct
19. Conviction
20. Challenge on the night out
23. Moravian, e.g.
24. Three-handed card game
25. File-drawer abbr.
28. Sun, on the Riviera
33. Vendor request, abbr.
36. The king of France
39. May event, for short
40. Mental challenge
44. A zillion
45. Sing like Luther
46. Sounds of woe
47. Place to make a splash
50. Grade-schooler’s woe
52. Contents of Pandora’s box
55. Open
58. Challenge at work
63. Expert
65. Archibald of the N.B.A.
66. Bard’s instrument
67. Small and delicate thing
68. FBI guy

69. Double curve
70. Showing shock
71. Workplace safety org.
72. Cut up
Down
1. Library ID
2. Fiddler and pianist
3. Fish
4. The original “Clown prince of baseball,” Walter
5. Fascination for Fido
6. Uncovered
7. Boots
8. Digital tome
9. Starchy tuber
10. Modern type of driver
11. Stole material
12. “Thanks, but I already ___”
13. Retired fast plane (abbr.)
21. Heinous ways
22. ___ de deux
26. Wield a needle
27. Gator’s kin
29. Tina’s “30 Rock” role
30. Auto designer Ferrari
31. Sans purpose
32. Cleansing solutions
33. Canadian police org.
34. German lady
35. Frog’s milieu
37. First 100 pt. defenseman

38. Object of devotion
41. Down Under airport letters
42. Luau food
43. Full-length
48. Exalt
49. “The Lord of the Rings” figure
51. As a whole
53. Vernacular
54. Hoodwinks
56. Long green
57. Bony beginning

58. “___ Vu” (Warwick tune)
59. NYSE banner events
60. St. George state
61. Russian river
62. Percolate
63. Lawyer’s group (abbr.)
64. Like a bunch

answers on page 31
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‘Signs of Life’ premieres at Griffith

The Griffith Observatory’s
“Signs of Life” opens May 20. It is
the first signature production to be
created exclusively for the Samuel
Oschin Planetarium at Griffith
Observatory in more than a decade,
“Signs of Life” is an award winning, astronomical detective story
that propels visitors to uncover
what it took to put life in the universe. The film was produced by a
team of artists, including scientists,
astronomers and Oscar-andEmmy-winning Bob Niemack.

“Signs of Life” immerses audiences in the environments and conditions that put life in the universe
– Earth is the launchpad to Mars,
the moons of Jupiter and Saturn,
and planets beyond our Milky Way
Galaxy in a search for answers to
the mysteries that captivate our
imagination.
The Griffith Observatory is located at 2800 East Observatory Road.
For information and showtimes
visit griffithobservatoryfoundation.org.

Skirball Center hosts online talk with
former ambassador to Ukraine

Join Writers Bloc Presents and
the Skirball Cultural Center for an
online talk with former U.S.
Ambassador to Ukraine Marie
Yovanovitch on Tuesday, May 24,
at 6 p.m.
Yovanovitch will join Angela
Stent, senior adviser to the Center
for Eurasian, Russian and East
European Studies and professor
emerita of government and foreign
service at Georgetown University,
for the discussion.
A well-known expert on international affairs, Yovanovitch has
extensive
knowledge
about
Ukraine, Ukrainian President
Volodymyr Zelensky, Russian
President Vladimir Putin and the
current state of politics in both
countries. Appointed by President
Barack Obama, she served as U.S.
ambassador to Ukraine for more
than three years, and was formerly
deputy chief of mission at the U.S.
embassy in Kyiv.
In Yovanovitch’s new book,
“Lessons from the Edge,” she
recounts her nonpartisan experience in the Foreign Service, rising
to the top ranks and serving around
the world.
The online program is free, but

‘Aida’ to perform at
Dorothy Chandler
LA Opera will present the grand
opera, Giuseppe Verdi's “Aida,” from
May 21 through June 12, conducted
by music director James Conlon.
The epic drama returns to the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion stage
for the first time in 16 years, in a
production starring Latonia Moore
and Russell Thomas. Stage director
Francesca Zambello conjures a
world where hieroglyphics by the
L.A.-based artist RETNA create a
backdrop to the timeless story.
“‘Aida’ has long been one of the
most popular of all operas because it
combines sheer theatrical splendor
with an enormously touching human
drama," LA Opera president and
CEO Christopher Koelsch said. “The
visual world that Francesca Zambello
and RETNA have created for this production is completely spectacular, and
the incredible cast, under the baton of
Verdi master James Conlon, will
bring this masterpiece to vivid life.”
The show will be performed at
7:30 p.m. on May 21, June 2, 4 and
9. 2 p.m. matinee performances will
be held on May 29 and June 12.
Tickets start at $34 and can be purchased at laopera.org and (213)9728001, as well as in-person at the box
office at the Dorothy Chandler
Pavilion, located at 135 N. Grand
Ave. Vaccination is required for
entrance and masks are required
indoors.
For information visit laopera.org
/aida.

reservations are required. For
information, visit skirball.org/programs/words-and-ideas/former-usa m b a s s a d o r- u k r a i n e - m a r i e yovanovitch-lessons-edge.

Music in the Mansion entertains at Greystone

The city of Beverly Hills and
the city’s Community Services
Department, in collaboration
with artistic director Laura
Schmieder, held an afternoon
series of chamber music concerts
on May 15 before a sold-out
crowd, featuring performances
outside in the courtyard, and
indoors in the living room and
recently restored theatre of the
historic Greystone Mansion and
Gardens. Now in its 28th year,
Music in the Mansion celebrates
music-making at the iconic
Greystone Mansion, showcasing
the best of emerging talent from
around the world.
Zēlos Saxophone Quartet
opened the series at 2 p.m. in the
Greystone Courtyard, followed by
Isaac López on saxophone and
Andrés Jaramillo on piano, then
Pavel Šporcl on violin with

photo courtesy of the city of Beverly Hills

Issac López and Andrés Jaramillio entertained the audience at
Greystone Mansion and Gardens on May 15.

accompaniment by Lukasz Yoder
on piano in the mansion’s living
room. The series concluded with
Alexander Milovanov on guitar, in
the Greystone Theatre.

For information about Beverly
Hills
Community
Services
Department programs and events,
visit beverlyhills.org/communityservices.
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Dodgers don pride caps

The Los Angeles Dodgers
announced that for the first time
ever, the entire team will be wearing custom on-field pride caps as
the organization celebrates their 9th
annual LGBTQ+ Night, presented
by Blue Shield of California, at
Dodger Stadium on June 3. These
special caps will also be sold at the
Top of the Park and the Left Field
Team store, while supplies last.

History will also be made in San
Francisco on June 11 as both the
Dodgers and Giants take the field at
Oracle Park in San Francisco, wearing their respective team’s pride
caps.
“The Los Angeles Dodgers are
proud to stand with and recognize
the LGBTQ+ community in Los
Angeles and globally,” said Stan
Kasten, president and CEO, Los

photo courtesy of the Los Angeles Dodgers

A special Pride cap will be worn by the Dodgers and be available for purchase at their June 3 game.

Garden tour planned in Windsor
Square, Hancock Park and Brookside

Angeles Dodgers. “The Dodgers
have a history of breaking barriers,
and we’re proud to be a part of
another chapter in MLB history as
the Dodgers and Giants each wear
their team’s pride caps on June 11.
While our organizations have a
long-storied rivalry on the field, we
stand together when it comes to
equality for all.”
“The Dodgers annual Pride Night
has become one of the most anticipated nights of the season. I am
incredibly proud to have the added
element of the on-field caps this
year,” Erik Braverman, Senior Vice
President
of
Marketing,
Communications and Broadcasting
added. “I look forward to sharing
these historic games with members
of the LGBTQ+ community and
allies.”
Fans who purchase a special ticket package to the June 3 game will
receive an exclusive commemorative Dodger LGBTQ+ game jersey,
which is part of a special ticket
package available for purchase now.
There will be many special guests
and activities taking place during
and prior to the game. Additionally,
the
Los Angeles
Dodgers
Foundation will donate 50% of the
proceeds of the 50/50 raffle to The
Los Angeles LGBT Center, the
world’s largest provider of programs and services for LGBT individuals.
For the complete list of events
and to purchase tickets, please visit
dodgers.com/LAPride.
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
for the OUTDOOR WARNING
SIREN SYSTEM
WITHIN THE CITY OF BEVERLY
HILLS, CALIFORNIA
Bid No. 22-350-43
BIDS –
The City of Beverly Hills (City), California invites electronic bids for the
OUTDOOR WARNING SIREN
SYSTEM PROJECT within the city
of Beverly Hills, California. The City
will receive such bids electronically
via PlanetBids up to 2:00 p.m. on
June 16, 2022. Bid results will be
sent to all respective Bidders via
PlanetBids. https://pbsystem.planetbids.com/portal/39493/bo/bo-detail/94355
MANDATORY PRE-BID MEETING – A mandatory pre-bid meeting is scheduled for May 23, 2022
at 10:00 a.m. Following the pre-bid
meeting, there will be site tours beginning at 12:00 p.m. at Roxbury
Park. Every Bidder is required to
attend the pre-bid meeting and site
tours. During the mandatory prebid meeting, attending vendors are
required to sign in.
SCOPE OF THE WORK – The
work to be done shall consist of furnishing all required labor, materials, equipment, parts, implements,
supplies, and permits necessary
for, or appurtenant to, the construction and completion of the project
indicated above in accordance with
Drawings and Specifications prepared for this project.

A photograph in the May 13, 1993, issue of the Beverly Press and
Park Labrea News showed members of the Windsor Square-Hancock
Park Historical Society preparing for the society’s annual Homes Tour
that year. The group, shown in front of a house on Rimpau Boulevard
that was included in the tour, included Sandy Kinnaird, left, Col.
Harvey Wolfe, Janet Watts and Ruth Gillespie.
This year, the Windsor Square-Hancock Park Historical Society is
holding a Garden Tour on Sunday, June 5, from 1 to 5 p.m.
Participants can tour gardens in Windsor Square, Hancock Park and
Brookside. Refreshments, a plant sale and silent auction will be
included, with proceeds benefitting community beautification projects. The cost is $40 for historical society members; $50 for nonmembers. Tickets can be purchased on the day of the event at Second Street
and Plymouth Boulevard. For information and advance tickets, visit
wshphs.com.

In general terms, the contract work
for this project shall consist of the
following items of work:

Events commemorate
Dodger Stadium
The Los Angeles Dodgers will
welcome back its dedicated fanbase, who has led Major League
Baseball in home attendance for
eight consecutive seasons, for the
60th anniversary of Dodger
Stadium by introducing theme
nights while also celebrating its
diverse community.
Each special event date will
include a ticket to the game, a
unique pregame ceremony and an
exclusive experience or promotional item.
The Dodgers will continue honoring its local heroes and first responders with Military Appreciation
Night (May 30, 7:10 p.m.) and
Firefighter Appreciation Night (June
1, 5:10 p.m.), both against the
Pittsburgh Pirates. Fans in attendance with a special ticket purchase
will receive a one-of-a-kind hat.
Popular theme nights like
LGBTQ+ Pride Night, presented
by Blue Shield of California,
(June 3, 7:10 p.m. vs. New York
Mets) and Hello Kitty Night (July
6, 7:10 p.m. vs. Colorado
Rockies) will return once again.
Nights celebrating the diverse
Los Angeles community, such as
Japanese Heritage Night on June
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS –
Proposals for the OUTDOOR
WARNING SIREN SYSTEM within
the City of Beverly Hills, California,
shall be uploaded as a PDF file to
PlanetBids up to the hour of 2:00
p.m., on June 16, 2022. Bid results
will be posted on PlanetBids soon
after downloading the bids. Award
of the contract will be made during
a subsequent meeting of the City
Council.
ENGINEER’S ESTIMATE – The
preliminary cost of construction of
this Work has been prepared and
the said estimate is $1.2 million.
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES – There
will be a Five Hundred Dollar
($500.00) assessment for each
calendar day that work remains incomplete beyond the time stated in
the Proposal Form. Refer to the
Proposal Form for specific details.
BIDDER’S QUESTIONS – Any
questions or requests for information shall be emailed to the project
manager, Samer Elayyan, P.E., at
Selayyan@beverlyhills.org
by 5:00pm on June 2, 2022. Any
questions submitted after due date
will not be responded to.
CONTRACTORS LICENSE – At
the time of the Bid Deadline and at
all times during performance of the
Work, including full completion of
all corrective work during the Correction Period, the Contractor must
possess a California contractor’s license or licenses, current and active, of the classification required
for the Work, in accordance with
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A limited-edition jersey is available for purchase on Filipino
Heritage Night at Dodgers
Stadium on July 7.

15 (7:10 p.m. vs. Los Angeles
Angels), Black Heritage Night on
June 17 (7:10 p.m. vs. Cleveland
Guardians) and Filipino Heritage
Night on July 7 (7:10 p.m. vs.
Chicago Cubs) will headline
summertime fun at the ballpark.
The promotional events are not
stadium-wide
promotions.
Additional packages will be
announced throughout the season,
and complete details can always
be
found
by
visiting
Dodgers.com/TicketPacks.
the provisions of Chapter 9, Division 3, Section 7000 et seq. of the
Business and Professions Code.
In compliance with Public Contract
Code Section 3300, the City has
determined that the Bidder must
possess the following license(s):
Class “A” General Engineering
Contractor
SUBSTITUTION OF SECURITIES
- Pursuant to California Public Contract Code Section 22300, substitution of securities for withheld
funds is permitted in accordance
therewith.
THE CITY RESERVES THE
RIGHT TO REJECT ANY BID OR
ALL THE BIDS AND TO WAIVE
ANY INFORMALITY OR IRREGULARITY IN ANY BID, BUT IF THE
BIDS ARE ACCEPTED, THE
CONTRACT FOR THE IMPROVEMENT WILL BE LET TO THE
LOWEST RESPONSIBLE BIDDER FOR THE PROJECT AS A
WHOLE.
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Candidates face off in BHHS teen forum
From page 1
Commission chair Andy Licht said
he would like to see the system
upgraded.
“I think we also need to focus on
preventing crime,” he added.
Councilman Robert Wunderlich
said the city is increasingly being
more proactive in monitoring the
camera system, and that the city is
looking to further use artificial technology to do so.
“For example, if a car circles a
block three times at three in the
morning, that has nothing to do
with the individual driving the car,”
he said. “That’s a pattern of suspicious behavior, and increasingly,
we will have to do things like [using
artificial intelligence] in order to be
able to prevent crimes before they
happen.”
Councilman Lester Friedman
said he does not believe the cameras are a privacy concern.
“They are not focused on anybody’s private home at all,” he said.
“They are on the public streets. We
are talking about putting cameras in
the alleyways, which are also not
focused on anybody’s homes.
We’ve always said that what we
want is to deter crime.”
Small business owner Akshat
“A.B.” Bhatia said he is also in
favor of the camera system.
“In fact, I would look [to install]
more cameras, but I feel that they
don’t immediately [prevent the
crime from occurring],” he said.
“For that, we need more police
patrolling.”
Just in Case BH founder Vera
Markowitz said the cameras are not
a deterrent to crime at all, and that
they only help after a crime has
been committed.

“We have to realize cameras are
not the answer to everything, but
it’s only a step and it’s a step afterwards, not before,” she added.
Beverly Hills Public Works
Commissioner Sharona Nazarian
said the city should do anything it
can to utilize technology in an effort
to make its services better.
“It’s shocking to me that we had
all of these cameras in place, yet
nobody was monitoring them until
we started to talk about it,” she said.
Business senior manager Robin
Rowe said he has asked what would
happen if the camera system was
abused by operators.
“The answer I received was that
the city had already talked to the
city attorney, and there’s no way
that anyone can sue us,” he said.
“There you go.”
Councilman John Mirisch also
voted to increase funding for the
camera system. He said they are
more than a forensic tool, as they
also monitor the police.
“The cameras are a useful tool,
and I support them,” Mirisch added.
Small business owner Shiva
Bagheri referenced an incident in
which an individual’s bike was
stolen in front of a camera, and it
apparently was not working.
“Watch ‘1984,’ George Orwell,
because we’re literally headed to
Big Brother,” she said.
The students also asked the candidates how they would address the
homelessness crisis.
“With our resources, we should
be going to each one of these homeless people and educate them on the
programs we already have, because
we have a lot of programs,”
Bagheri said. “I don’t think a lot of

Department urges vaccinations
The Los Angeles County
Department of Public Health has
issued a COVID-19 update urging residents to get vaccinated
and boosted to provide protection
against the more infectious subvariants and sub-lineages of
COVID-19.
According to the department,
for the week ending April 16,
Omicron accounted for 100% of
genetically sequenced cases, with
BA.2 lineage and sub-lineages
accounting for 96% of that total.
While BA.2 is among the most
infectious mutations of COVID19 to date, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention estimates
that the new sub-lineage
BA.2.12.1 may be 25% more
transmissible than BA.2. In Los
Angeles County, for the week
ending April 16, 8% of positive
sequenced specimens were identified as BA.2.12.1.
With the highly infectious subvariants and sub-lineages in circulation, cases are increasing in
L.A. County.
To date, the increases in case
numbers have not translated to
increases in severe illness, with
hospitalizations and deaths
remaining low and decreasing.
From May 4 to 11, the average
number of hospitalized cases per
day was 245, similar to hospitalization numbers one month ago.
Health officials continue to
remind the public that getting
vaccinated, getting boosted, getting tested and masking-up as
preventive steps remain critical in
the fight against the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic. To find a

vaccination site or to make an
appointment, visit vaccinatelacounty.com.
COVID-19 testing remains
widely available across the county. Residents should first call their
healthcare provider for a COVID19 test. For people who cannot
get a test through a health care
provider, free testing is available.
For additional information, visit
covid19.lacounty.gov/testing.
Los Angeles County coordinates a COVID-19 West
Hollywood testing site at
Plummer Park, 7377 Santa
Monica Blvd. The testing site is
open each week from Tuesday
through Saturday from 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. and is adjacent to the
community center in the south
parking lot. Tests are being
administered
by
Fulgent
Genetics, and advance appointments must be made at la.fulgentgenetics.com. People getting
tests should bring ID and a confirmation number to the appointment.
Los Angeles County Health
Services has launched a pick-up
COVID-19 testing kit program
that allows residents to pick up a
PCR test kit and return it at designated locations, which include
the COVID-19 West Hollywood
testing site at Plummer Park.
There are also programs at 14
L.A. County library sites, including the West Hollywood Library.
Additional information, such
as links to West Hollywood-area
drug store chains offering vaccinations,
is
available
at
weho.org/coronavirus.

these homeless people know about
them, and we should [never] allow
anybody to be just sitting in front of
[a] business, because this is very,
very hard for businesses. People
don’t want to come into a business
that has a homeless person sitting in
front of it, and I see that happen all
the time.”
Bojeaux said she believes the city
is handling the homelessness crisis
quite well, as other cities seem to be
struggling.
“We could always do better in
anything, but I think we’re doing
quite well,” she said.
Licht said homelessness is a
regional problem, and that Beverly
Hills should work with nearby
communities to address it.
“It’s obviously not just Beverly
Hills, not just Santa Monica,” he
said. “It’s everywhere around. We
need to work with the surrounding
cities and work together.”
Wunderlich praised the city’s
efforts in dealing with homelessness. He said the city has ambassadors and social workers who
make contact with individuals living on the streets.
“They’re our first line in reaching
out to the unhoused in the city, letting them know about the resources
we have available,” Wunderlich
added.
Friedman agreed.
“We will go up to person who is
homeless, and if they need assistance and are willing to take it, we
have a place for them to go in the
evening,” he said. “We have places
every evening; we’ve reserved
spots at a shelter so that a person
can go into that shelter. But we can
do better. We always can do better.”
Like the previous candidates,
Bhatia noted that the homelessness
problem is a mental health issue.
“We need to figure out a way [to]
help them if they need help,” he
said. “But [the remaining] bad
apples, we need to [manage them]
somehow.”
Markowitz referenced the book,
“San Fransicko: Why Progressives
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Beverly Hills High School’s Interact Club and Team BHEF hosted a candidate forum on May 11. From left are Valentina Steele, Shylee Beyda,
Melina Rosen, Sienna Wolfe, Joshua Dardashti, Lauren Mandel,
Manuela Torres, Sarah Lepkowitz and Eli Okum.

Ruin Cities,” and suggested that the
audience read it.
“We have to be much more
proactive here, because us not treating the homeless cost us way more
than actually being much more
proactive,” she added.
Nazarian said that, oftentimes,
“people just push them into another
city and move them all around.”
“We need to find beds and, I
think, programs. It’s important to
help them find programs, whether
it’s through our nurse practitioner
program or teaching our ambassadors to do a better job to really be
able to foster relationships with
them so that we can help them get
off the streets,” she said.
Rowe said 60% of the unhoused
were put in their current situation
due to bankruptcy or health care
costs. He said approximately 20%
are veterans and should be “totally
cared for” by the U.S. Department
of Veteran Affairs.
“It’s more [complicated than
explaining] in 60 seconds, but confronting them with ambassadors is
not the way to deal with the
unhoused,” Rowe added.
Mirisch disagreed, saying that the
city’s ambassador program has

been honored by the U.S.
Conference of Mayors.
“Sometimes, it requires multiple
contacts with a homeless person in
order to convince them that they
will we be safe to get the help they
need,” he said. “It is indeed a
regional issue, but we do devote
substantial resources to it, and we
will continue to do so.”
Students also asked the candidates questions about traffic congestion and environmentalism. In
addition, they gave the candidates
an opportunity to rebut some of the
other candidates’ claims.
Interact Club sponsor Joanie
Garratt said the students did a great
job moderating the forum and posing questions, which were formulated with little assistance from
adults.
“It’s vitally important for them to
be involved, because their involvement gets other students involved,”
she said. “We want our students to
be critical thinkers and active participants in the political process. We
want them to be informed citizens,
so we consider that very, very
important.”
To view the forum, visit the
KBEV channel on YouTube.

Bogie’s Liquor

Fine Wines, Champagnes & Spirits!
Nice Selection of Craft Beer too!
5753 Melrose Ave. Corner of Melrose & Vine
(323) 469-1414
www.bogiesliquor.com
Don’t Drink & Drive!
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Project will retain T.V. City history
From page 1
“Throughout this process, our
goal has been to preserve
Television City and ensure its
iconic stature and presence along
Beverly Boulevard remains while
still allowing for change and new,
surrounding development,” added
Linda Dishman, president and
CEO of the Los Angeles
Conservancy. “We are grateful to
Hackman Capital Partners for not
only listening, but working hard
with us to achieve a good balance.”
Adrian Scott Fine, senior director of advocacy for the Los
Angeles Conservancy, added that
the conservancy and Hackman
Capital Partners worked together
for approximately one year on the
agreement. Because Hackman
Capital Partners is seeking permission to build on the site and will
announce specific building plans
later, the agreement is conceptual.
Fine said it guarantees that the historic parts of the property remain
in-tact while giving the owners
flexibility with adding new structures.
“It’s hard to say what the project
will look like, but what [the plan]
does is create a framework for how
new development will occur,” he
said. “It’s a balance of allowing the
new development and preserving
the historic buildings.”
Over the years, Television City
has been home to many famous
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The historic elements of Television City will remain after Hackman
Capital Partners and the L.A. Conservancy reached an agreement.

television shows, including “The
Carol Burnett Show,” “All in the
Family” and “The Price Is Right,”
and more recently, “The Late Late
Show with James Corden.”
The plan for development,
which is known as TVC 2050,
calls for 15 new modern sound
stages, as well as production
offices and support facilities. The
goal is to modernize the facility to
enable more productions to stay in
Los Angeles, said Zach Sokoloff,
senior vice president of Hackman

Capital Partners.
“The plan is a significant investment in one of our city’s most
identifiable institutions to modernize and expand production
facility availability on site. It reaffirms and celebrates Los Angeles’
commitment to being the entertainment capital of the world,”
Sokoloff added. “This is a really
monumental achievement for the
project and we are incredibly
proud of our partnership with the
conservancy.”

Cedars-Sinai director honored by physician association
Dr. Stanley C. Jordan, director
of the Cedars-Sinai Nephrology
and Transplant Immunology programs in the Cedars-Sinai
Comprehensive
Transplant
Center, has been elected to the
Association
of
American
Physicians.
Jordan pioneered the use of
“immuneomodulatory
therapies”—a group of drugs that help
modify the response of the
immune system – in preventing
organ rejection in transplant
patients, an innovations that
transformed the field of transplant medicine and opened up
organ transplantation for many.
Election to the association is
limited to 70 physicians a year
who have made outstanding contributions to basic or translational
biomedical research.
“Dr. Jordan’s work in transplant immunology has been lifechanging for patients around the
world,” said Shlomo Melmed,
executive vice president of
Academic Affairs and dean of the
medical faculty at Cedars-Sinai.
“His election is an acknowledgement of his major contributions
that have saved lives and added
significantly to our understanding
of transplant medicine.”
Immunomodulatory therapies
developed
at
Cedars-Sinai
included the use of plasmaphereis
in conjuction with high-dose
immune globulin and B-cell
depletion to help make the
immune system stronger for
patients needing an organ transplant.
The procedure removes donorspecific antibodies and prevents
rebound that would otherwise
cause them to attack donor
organs, leading to organ rejection. Jordan’s work to develop the
treatment method is now used
around the world to allow transplant patients to receive blood

Health care package introduced
In the wake of states throughout the country passing laws to
restrict access to reproductive
health care and ban abortions,
Gov. Gavin Newsom on May 11
announced a reproductive health
package to expand access to services and welcome companies
from anti-abortion and antiLGBTQ+ states.
“California will not stand idly
by as extremists roll back our
basic constitutional rights; we’re
going to fight like hell, making
sure that all women – not just
those in California – know that
this state continues to recognize
and protect their fundamental
rights,” Newsom said. “We’re
expanding access to these critical
services, welcoming businesses
and their employees fleeing antiabortion states, and reaffirming
our commitment to continuing to
work closely with the Legislature
and reproductive rights stakeholders to further solidify
California’s leadership on abortion rights.”
The health package includes
$125 million to further bolster
California’s health care infrastructure, expand access to services for patients and help prepare for the influx of people seeking reproductive health care from
other states. The announcement
adds $57 million to January’s $68
million proposal.
Approximately $40 million
will be used to provide grants to
reproductive
health
care
providers to offset the cost of providing care to low- and moderateincome individuals who do not
have health care coverage for
abortion care services.
The package include $15 million for grants to communitybased reproductive health, rights
and justice organizations to conduct medically accurate and culturally competent outreach and
education on sexual health and
reproductive health issues.
Approximately $1 million has

been marked to develop and
maintain a website that provides
accurate and updated information
to the public on the right to abortion under state law, information
about reproductive health care
providers and options for coverage for reproductive health services, including state-funded coverage and programs.
In addition, the package
includes $1 million for research
regarding the unmet needs for
access to reproductive health care
services.
The new proposed investments
build off of the governor’s
California Blueprint in January, a
$68 million package to invest in
reproductive health clinical infrastructure and support California’s
clinical infrastructure of reproductive health care services. The
blueprint included $20 million to
provide scholarships and loan
repayments to health care
providers that commit to providing reproductive health care services.
It allocated approximately $20
million to assist reproductive
health care facilities in securing
their physical and information
technology infrastructure and to
enhance facility security.
It also included $20 million to
subsidize the cost of abortion care
for Covered California consumers due to federal payment
limitations for abortion coverage.
To make it easier to get the
medical care needed for family
planning and reproductive health,
the blueprint removed Medi-Cal
requirements for in-person follow-up visits and ultrasounds if
not medically necessary.
Lastly, it allocated $8 million to
add the human papillomavirus
vaccine as a covered benefit
under the Family PACT program,
effective July 1.
The May 11 announcement
built upon the state advancing a
constitutional amendment to
enshrine the right to an abortion.

Enjoy 2022 Tarfest on the big screen
photo courtesy of Cedars-Sinai

Cedars-Sinai program director Dr. Stanley C. Jordan has been elected
to Association of American Physicians.

type-incompatible transplants.
“I feel extremely honored and
privileged to have been elected as
a member of the Association of
American Physicians, as this is
one of the highest honors given to
academic physicians in the U.S.,”
Jordan said. “I feel it is a team
effort and a recognition and validation of how creative scholarship and clinical research leads to
innovative therapies that improve
the lives and wellbeing of our
patients every day.”
Jordan has received numerous
additional awards for his work,
including the Medawar Prize, one
of the top international honors for
scientific achievement. He also
has been the recipient of the
National Kidney Foundation’s
Gift of Life Award. the
Distinguished Alumni Award
from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, the
Cedars-Sinai Pioneer in Medicine
Award, The Transplantation
Society’s Award for Outstanding
Achievement in Transplantation,
the Jean Hamburger Award for
Excellence in Clinical Research

from the International Society of
Nephrology,
the
Senior
Achievement Award from the
American
Society
of
Transplantation and the Mayo
Soley Award from the Western
Society of Clinical Investigation.
“Not only have Dr. Jordan’s
scientific contributions been
transformative, but he is also the
ultimate academician and served
as a mentor and leader to enrich
the research careers for many others at Cedars-Sinai and beyond,”
said Dr. Irene Kim, associate professor of surgery and director of
the Comprehensive Transplant
Center.
The Association of American
Physicians is an honorary medical society founded in 1885 for
“the advancement of scientific
and practical medicine.” It
includes about 1,200 active members and 700 emeritus and honorary members. The association
holds an annual meeting of physician-scientists to showcase and
share scientific knowledge to
improve patient care and public
health.

Join the Greater Miracle Mile
Chamber of Commerce and the
Japan Foundation, Los Angeles for
a free screening of the 2022 Tarfest
program on Wednesday, May 25,
from 6-8 p.m.
Tarfest was held virtually this
year, continuing to celebrate Los
Angeles arts and culture via a 55minute video that will be projected
on the big screen at JFLA. Over 40

musicians performed with dancers
from Versa-Style Next Generation
and Mash Up Contemporary
Dance Company.
Tickets are $10.
Japan Foundation, Los Angeles
is located at 5700 Wilshire Blvd.,
Ste. 100.
For
information,
email
info@miraclemilechamber.org, or
visit miraclemilechamber.org.
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Versa-Style Next Generation presented a tribute to the golden era of hip
hop during the online version of Tarfest.
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Pride plans finalized in WeHo

Council forum set for May 26

From page 1
“There is such a pushback, especially against the transgender community, [and] people’s rights in
general, women’s reproductive
rights, LGBTQ rights in general
with the ‘Don’t Say Gay’ bills,”
Che said, adding that the diversity
extends to even putting together the
panel that determines which organizations will receive grants from the
West Hollywood Arts Division during Pride month.
“I try to be thoughtful about the
panel that we’re putting together,
because I try to make sure that
there is a lot of diversity on the
grant panel so that there are people
of color, women, transgender people on that panel who are doing the
reviews,” Che said.
“I think Pride is definitely
expanding its horizons beyond a
cis white gay male narrative,”
model, host and socialite Arisce
Wanzer said. Wanzer can also be
seen in the fifth season of the
MTV series “Ex on the Beach.”
“That being said, I’d love to see
a balance of the Harvey Milk storytelling with another, more likely
next year, of the Marsha P.
Johnson story by queer people
who aren’t trans or non-binary
too,” Wanzer added.
Wanzer will also be one of the
hosts on the main stage at the
WeHo Pride “OUTLOUD: WeHo
Pride” music festival throughout
Pride weekend.
“I personally have had the honor
and privilege to host the main stage
twice already, this being my third
time live. We’ve gone from just
two hosts, Billy Francesca and
myself, to a much more diverse
expanse of six. All are different
identifying in the community and
very talented. I’m excited to share
the stage with them.”
“Every year, we [challenge] the
event organizers to further expand
the idea, the story, the expression
and the celebration of Pride, knowing that each year, and each generation brings new meaning to bear
on what it means to be LGBTQ,”
Councilman John D’Amico said.
“The producers of WeHo Pride
have gotten an array of singers,
drag performers, hosts and stage
crew with diverse backgrounds and
queer identities,” Wanzer said. “I
mean, I never thought I’d get to see
and announce Lil Kil and Years
and Years at the same venue. It’s
amazing.”
On the first day of Pride week-

From page 1
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Marchers walked down Santa Monica Boulevard in the 2019 Dyke
March, including West Hollywood Mayor Pro Tempore Sepi Shyne, pictured second from left.

end, the city will host the annual
Dyke March, which will include
poetry reading, sign-making, special speakers, a DJ and the Dykes
on Bikes contingent. The Dyke
March will begin at the corners of
Robertson and Santa Monica
boulevards, and will also feature
the presentation of the Melissa
Etheridge
and
Community
Activists awards.
Following the march, the
Women’s Freedom Festival will be
held at the WeHo Pride Street Fair
stage,
located
near
West
Hollywood Park. The festival will
showcase LGBTQ and BIPOC
women and non-binary musicians,
comedian, poets and activists.
Milck will also sing her new
protest song, “We Won’t Go
Back.”
On June 16, the city will cosponsor a Slay Model Management
community and press event at the
Heart WeHo nightclub. Slay is a
management company that represents transgender fashion talent.
Slay started in 2016 as the first and,
at the time, only trans-exclusive
model management organization.
“[We are] bringing trans identity,
TGI identity in fashion and entertainment,” said Abdullah Hall, who
represented Slay at the May 16
City Council meeting. “We’ll be
inviting plenty of the community
people out, [including] Trans
Latina Coalition, Unique Women’s
Coalition APAIT, Trans Chorus
Los Angeles and everybody else in
the TGI community to show fair

and equal representation of the
trans community here in West
Hollywood.”
Additionally, Che said that the
arts division is helping to fund
New Stages, a group that works
with LGBTQ seniors, and Pride
Poets, which sets up typewriters at
Pride events and gives the community opportunities to write poetry.
“It feels exhilarating to be a big
part of shaping a new inclusive and
equitable vision for WeHo Pride
which includes all members of our
LGBTQ+ community,” Mayor Pro
Tempore Sepi Shyne said. “As part
of the Pride subcommittee as well
as on council, I have prioritized
more transparency, pushed for a
large portion of sponsorship money
back to the city to lower our spend
of taxpayer dollars, created more
inclusion through actual opportunities for all our community members to participate and a partnership with our contracted Pride producer, JJLA, which centers West
Hollywood.”
“West Hollywood has not only
put out the hand but our monetary
investments to ensure that they’re
not only a part of our story, but
they’re a part of our story from the
very beginning,” Councilman John
Erickson said. “That’s why West
Hollywood is the first Pride in June
here in Los Angeles that’s going to
show everyone how, why and the
importance of having the beautiful
rainbow of our community centered first and foremost for everyone to take part in.”

LGBT Center announces Trans Pride L.A. events
On Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, June 16-18 the Los
Angeles LGBT Center will host the
annual Trans Pride L.A.
The festivities will take place at
the Center’s Village at Ed Gould
Plaza and Anita May Rosenstein
Campus in Los Angeles.
Trans Pride L.A. begins on
Thursday, June 16, 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
with a job fair presented by the
Center’s Transgender Economic
Empowerment
Project.
On
Thursday, from 5-6:30 p.m., participants can join Club Intersex
for “From Invisible to Inclusion:
An intersectional discussion on
intersex experiences and issues.”
This uplifting program brings
together a panel of the intersex
community’s thought leaders and
activists that will highlight each
panelist’s unique lens.
On Friday, June 17, for the 12th

consecutive year, Trans Pride L.A.
will host the Center’s ongoing
community forum series, “Big
Queer Convo.” This year’s special
guest is proud Latine/x non-binary/gender fluid actor and activist,
Vico Ortiz, from the smash-hit
HBO Max series “Our Flag
Means Death.” Vico will be interviewed by actor Shaan Dasani
from the digital comedy
series “These Thems.”
Admission to Big Queer Convo
is free, but reservations are recommended by registering at lalgbtcenter.org/transpride.
Immediately following “Big
Queer Convo,” the evening will
continue with the gallery opening
of “SYZYGY,” curated
by
Marval A Rex, and featuring an
interdisciplinary cornucopia of artworks from Cade Moga, D Hill,
Emily Lucid, Van Jazmin and

Yazmit.
On Saturday, June 18, the celebration continues with a selfdefense workshop presented by
Harmony Lee and a flower crownmaking workshop in honor of trans
icon Marsha P. Johnson, presented
by Classroom for Compassion.
Free food trucks will be available
and nearly 50 organizations will
participate in a resource fair held in
Pride Hall at the Center’s Anita
May
Rosenstein
Campus.
Information on a wide array of services and programs vital to the
TGI/ENBY+ community will be
made available to attendees.
Saturday’s activities include a
Happy Hour event presented by
Tito’s Handmade Vodka and The
VarieTy Show.
The full schedule of Trans Pride
L.A. will be posted online at lalgbtcenter.org/transpride.

excited for the next two weeks.”
Candidate
Katy
Young
Yaroslavsky also expressed
enthusiasm as the race enters the
final stretch.
“I am going to continue telling
the voters who I am and what I
am about,” Yaroslavsky added. “I
have a record of public service
and that spans more than a
decade. I have worked with a
broad spectrum of individuals
and organizations. I am willing to
speak to anyone who has any
doubts. I am feeling really good.
We got the L.A. Times endorsement and Planned Parenthood
endorsement.”
Candidate Sam Yebri also referenced his experience and
endorsements.
“I feel invigorated by our campaign’s palpable momentum,
from new commercials featuring
Congressman Henry Waxman
and Supervisor Holly Mitchell to
the endorsement of L.A.’s firefighters and first responders to
the thousands of supporters we
are finding and connecting with
across the district as we knock
doors every day,” Yebri said. “We
are excited about these final
weeks ahead.”
Candidate Scott Epstein

stressed that he is focused on
issues that affect the local community such as homelessness and
transportation, and added that he
will be busy connecting with voters during the final weeks before
the primary election. Epstein is
endorsed by Streets for All,
Abundant Housing L.A., Youth
Climate Strike L.A. and
Americans for Democratic
Action.
“We are feeling great,” Epstein
said. “I am unique in the field in
bringing a decade-long record of
getting results in Los Angeles on
issues that people in CD5 care
about. Voters are eager for results,
and I feel really good about my
record.”
Residents will have another
opportunity to hear the candidates
address issues facing the community at a group forum on
Thursday, May 26, at the Ebell of
Los Angeles sponsored by the
Greater Wilshire, Echo Park
Neighborhood, Mid City West
and Palms neighborhood councils. A 5th District forum begins
at 6 p.m., and a forum for the 13th
Council District follows at 7:30
p.m. For information and to register to attend the forums, visit
may26cdforum.eventbrite.com.

LGBT activist Urvashi Vaid dies
The Los Angeles LGBT Center
is mourning the death of LGBT
activist and leader Urvashi Vaid,
who passed away on May 14.
“The world has lost a giant in the
movement for LGBTQ freedom,
justice and equality,” L.A. LGBT
Center CEO Lorri L. Jean said.
She said Vaid had been battling
cancer, and that the two first met in
the early 1980s, when they were
both young attorneys and lesbian
activists in Washington, D.C.
“As we became friends and,
eventually, colleagues, I admired
her leadership and all that she
accomplished, both within and outside of our movement – for queer
people, for women, for people of
color and against poverty,” Jean
added. “She continued her work to
advance equity and justice until the
very end.”
She said she will always be
grateful for Vaid, who was among a

group of people to encourage her to
accept her position with the center
in 1992.
“When the National LGBTQ
Task Force faced severe financial
challenges in 2001, she played the
key role in recruiting me to step in
and help turn things around, lending her support every step of the
way,” Jean added. “Over the years,
we spent many an hour laughing
and scheming about ways to
advance the causes we cared so
deeply about. Urvashi was a visionary. But, she was so much more –
brilliant, hilarious, charismatic, loving, determined and, above all,
courageous. She made life better
for all of us. Our community and
our nation owe her an enormous
debt of gratitude. Our hearts go out
to Urvashi’s wife, Kate Clinton,
and to everyone who loves her. If
there’s a heaven, Urv is already
organizing the angels.”

Metro celebrates Bike to Work Day
In commemoration of Bike
Month in May, the Los Angeles
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority will offer free rides
on all Metro bus and rail lines on
Bike to Work Day, Thursday, May
19.
Metro Bike Share is also offering free 30-minute rides on Bike to
Work Day.
To redeem a free ride, select 1Ride at any kiosk, online or in the
Metro Bike Share app and enter
the code 051922. The code is only
valid on May 19 and can be used
multiple times throughout the day.
A credit or debit card is required.
Electric Metro Bike fees are also
waived.
Riders can also purchase an
annual Metro Bike Share pass for
$75 on May 19 using the promo
code BIKETOWORK22. The promotion can be used in the Metro
Bike Share app and by visiting taptogo.net/metrobikeshare.
Metro will also celebrate Bike to

Work Day at its Union Station
West Portal at 800 N. Alameda St.
The celebration will be located at
the southwest corner of Union
Station West parking lot B and will
feature free coffee, pastries and
goodies from 8 a.m.-noon on May
19.
For
information,
visit
metro.net/bike-month.
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